··senior Moments··
Since 19&0

eureka
A SELECTION OF ORIGINAL IDEAS
COLLECTED OVER 40 YEARS, FREE
FOR YOU TO USE OR EXPAND UPON.

].ZWEBEN

Being Creative makes you Think

If "Senior Moments" ~ets you to smile or" nod, then it's _good.
Creating is stimulating. Getting a new Idea turns us on. All
I have to do is direct my attention to creating, and I produce.
I always carry a pencil and paper with me wherever I go.
In a fleeting second I could look at an existing product, and
my mind turns to constructive change. Just for the fun and
novelty. I usually come up with something new. It does not
have to be practical. Let the innovative master minds develop
it further.
It pleases me, and it could please you very easily.

I know that there is some merit to my thousands of Original
Ideas. Those who are gifted with their hands and inventive
can carry the ideas forward.
Those who are handicapped, in a nursing home, confined to
their homes -- or have idle time - are now able to use their
minds in a different way. Just by thinking novelty. Look at
magazine and newspaper ads. Check your car over. Check
out a new room as you enter. One after another. Surely you
can think of a new slant, write it down, collect them. It will
occupy you mind and bring you comfort.
These ideas are all new to me, and there was never my intent
to use someone else's creations. So use them if you wish,
they are Free from me to you. But if you want to produce
any one or more of them, please go thru the proper procedure
to achieve them as your own.
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Pizza del_;_ very box shou l d contain uet nankins .for finger licking go o€!. "'
A junk shoo , nutty . No - sense oac kages, v.nique for sal e .
Bio ...f eedb a ck tapes f or long trips on p l anes . A oatient -.. r i t h sleen y>~bblems given medi c EI.tion , plac ebo for dreaming .
A harness to lreeo ~vhee lchair oa t ients on feet.
.
,,
A 1r.l.vin dy 11 water hose , vrhi ch nr opels orotestors back-vmrds . N~~ ~ / ·
Douse l~tslim riot e~s r,;i th acid v1ater hose --a im for facia l mask •..--~. ·
Kioska to oromote and s~l l 5enior ~ments . Mall cu stomers can Pear heavy d1..1.ty socks for lift, 1 then return or buy .
In Dr . 1 s .-: office whm taz ing bloo d pr essur e pati~nt looks ~ re l ax.
'•1 Goof for the da·.v""specJ.al feature more than one pt;;r day .
Paner n apkins slides up cone of i c e cream to catch dri p ,Jings.l'>1r • .~rab i ar for ~Jheel chair natients to stand up d>ut of bed, nlaces.
Pl ytwod -..·,nder bed, curved , about 2 11 , 2 ft . to) sunoort bac k. ···
A firm mattress , also c·urved u.pwa:bdk1'H'c fJ.'fwrwP • Ide a day at Ace Hardwart:J . ~ewarded by gift if idea is f easible. Golf' clubs to b e legs of :9 ·'- ie nt 1s -r.V' a l) ~o-:• or stroller.(i)
C1.'. stomers 1,rant n e .. l a j - out in horne . 'l"hc-y c o to Home store ,~ omn·...,.t_er~- - .'
might shO\•T i r"nrove:rnents but a "9h otogra·9her ·,Ji t h ni c is better . <3"~""- , ',•, ·
5216 . Slm,.r next to amber ligh t. Or i n amber lightJ so no one sneeds Ut) .
5217. A spe ed b1.mr:; at bad interse ctions in Phx . a void crashes . ,...
5218. Toilet seat ~Jhen o ressed , shm. tld have a vibrating if you have to sqFa ezE
5219 . An ornament~ hanging fr om car 1s mirr ors is oair of -v.romen Gs l egs .
5220 . Women~s plasti c legs , open, oi n in middle to ain1 at . Men 1s night only .
5221 . An antibiotic odor to mklce s1.Te c ell phone users Hon 1 t be affected l ate1
t5222 . Dr .'J. office shoH bloo d pat h of me dicine uvhic h is heal ing you. 5223. Ta~ o s on Love handles and big belly . For fP.n
()) 5224 . Inflatable clothing and swim vrear f or c h ildren before and after p ool. 5225 . l{r. :Grab bar b heln older peon le get ou t of bed .
5 226 . Tall palm trees glisten at night.
5227. Bu tton on outside of pocket to Drot ec t wa llet1 then zipner inside .
5228 . 2 magazines in one. Bo~nd together . Re ad from front to back & v~ee verse
(/) 5229 . 2 front page s in local n ewsnaner s. Sec tions . Sun City & sew.
'IV 5230. Need business man f or S enior Uttoment s . Go into c ard shon not doing we l l.
5231. A neta~inner Dl ate . Pl asti c netals over meal . Kept hot .
A c eiling r a tating fam a lso heats room.
j~jj : Flashing
uords bottom of screen on fav o rite uro gram, te l ls \-J"hat is mis s ed
t 'n 5234 . Heat Toka~ak first, or mist , for qui ck first Tok~aka sho t .
VJ 5235 . Special chil dren ' s underwear given out on cruises , to kee') them afloat ;
5236 . Red light goes on when ladies remove Hallet or elheck book.523'(. El e ct roni c TV screen near billiard table , ~·~ b eginner to learn shots.
5238 . If loca l stores being he i d 1...1.P , proo ri eter S'fiitts nower ,all over . @ 5239 . 1-pods, cn:e a ~ er vers~on , give n out at baseb8 l l , footq~lls game~O_;_vers~or.
(')> 52L~. 0 • Sink ear th around go l f hole , so ball c ircl.~s and ilrops int o hole .
5241 . Foot b a l l pass receivers , vrhoever touches b a ll firs t, ge ts the pass. ~~r'
(f:1 5242 . 4th b atter i;n line-unJ ge ts 4 strikes . l!.:xc.i..tement . Let him hit.
1..,{/ ..?243. In ''do gie b ag·' after eating in restaurant , owner gives y ou a niece of pie .
5244. To perk up leftovers , sil ver VJrap·o er has mushroom or chocolate flav o r •
.52tt-5 . Pt1.t lipst i ck co lor on nose frame of g l asses .
:J246 • Outdoor track in SC, vlith seats , to see sv.nrise o.fter vJalking . . 524 7 • .l.f hus b a nd and vnfe team in restaurant , no t ..i.p-oing . - ·
5248 . To co mpete ~-J"ith Starb1.1.eks, small restaurant or l"IdDonalds offers ~
j?enney:=.bucks . Cheaper.
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IDEAS

MID. FEBRUARY, 2006

5249. Moonlight affect top of trees, or branches, special twiplde from moon.
250. Page marker in book-- so you can write memo~'ffiase or quotation.
.... 251. Put another logo or slogan in back of man's Western belt. ...
25~.

Ypur belt tingles when eating too much.
253. Th~ speeder car collapses on impact, not the car that it hits}
- 254. Wheelchairs in convalescent home show off golf; tennis, football logos on ....
chair.
255. .Pillow under the sheet to wrap legs around, are warm, Ben Gay to treat knees.
~56. Tattoos on love handles. Sexy. ,... 257. Cute tattoos on ladies thighs . ...
~58. !-pods rented at baseball, football .games which look like beer cans. 259. When .parents leave .private .po.ol area with children, the child must change to
inflatable clothing. .7~ ~ ~.
,
...
260. Something in dental patients hands, while drilling teeth. ~ a.-+---·
- 261. Warm eyelid mask td wear during self-biofeedback. -262. Automated phone system does it all for you to get live person. Keep quiet. - 263. If,:your 2X2 ad h~P,pens to print bottom left, you ~et fr~ run. .264. Blind man walking uses white cane, how about whiteJ.lt with can•l
165. For future T.V. viewing, the Replay in regular or slow motion control by
viewer.
.. ~66. Two small Sun City magazines in one. Stapled. Read second mag. from back ,...
267. Small retractable pencil sharpener sharps pencil.
-Ltl~. Fountain pen cover can aiso become penciL
;.. 269. Horoscope ball next to bed. Pick one for dreams. On awaking, pick another ~
· horoscope.
,.. 270. In.doctors office, picture your brain on a plate. The tissues can show you how
and where to think.
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- 272. Bend over when you are on the toilet ind it's hard to relieve yourself. -27~ .

In doctors office. The chairs automatically adjust to good sitting position. -

- 2 74. For ehildren, the .tongue of the shoe has picture of favorite pet <J,7S. A cruise ship .guarantees everyt.hing won~t sink. w'
.-?.7n
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_ 277_. The ~;p:ry,.bmne
.box from .res.taw:ant more .attractive.. .Includes.doughnut
-·.·or ..
, apple pie.
--.278. Dr~am of ~We steps before sle~p so.vou will dream dancing. 279. Wnte a scnp,or story before fallmg asleep for.p1easant ~s.
280. When you go to see the doctor you bring~ chart and folder with notes.
- 281. Pencil has 'bongo beat KeeJ?S tune w1th.music you enjoy. ....
282. Preparing ior bed can equal prepanng tor love.
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IDEAS -- APRIL 8, 2006
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The toilet seat in bathroom to read ideas books. Stimulating.
Inside back pages of newspaper, a smaller version of larger ad free. 2 versions.
Practice pickleball in racquetball court. Learn to hit hard and low. .For men, a mustache and a chin beard only. Not connected.
Fried chicken already peeled, not to remove, for finger licking good. ,:. .
A special chair or club in bedrooms to smash windows and screens in fire. ~
Inside of coffee cup, when shaken w/coffee becomes Starbucks cappuccino. Ch~ wood nail file, sharpens your pencil. ...
A emergency switch on all flash lights.
A newspaper 2 or 3 column ad extends into news columns, like picture above. In package of coffee creamer (cappuccino). Call it Starpenny coffee.
Special mobile hospitals touring Hispanic and Black population. Stay out ours!
Helicopters flying over neighborhoods to see crowded Hispanics under roof. Idea of the week submitted no name attached. Also religious, movie of week.
Take deep breaths & isometric exercises waiting for the light to change. First aid tools & personal health ideas in car.
Passengers in back of bus press buzzer to alert driver. Fake bottom of cup. Contains packet of tea, coffee or chocolate.
When Dr.'s office calls to remind of a appointment, they should ask you why.
Let snow fall thru the roof of the house. The kids will love it! "'
Different color staples, clips on stock or paper to show progress. Importance. _,
Use the phone to feel better. Talk. Avoid loneliness. _,
Use the phone endlessly to learn any complicated subject. Listening to beautiful music on internet, it's programmed to show family.

IDEAS

APRIL 14,2006

,.. 6307. Woman leaving mall, get on cell phone, talk with person until safe in the car. ,_..
308. Walk tall, confident, appear to know where you're going, doing.
..., 309. Tall building windows angled No direct hit from storm. .....
'l1f\
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- 311. Basketball rim targeted by machine, to study rebounds. ,... .
- 312. A button to help zip the zipper up and down.
313. Before sleep, take deep breaths in bedroom, making you sleepy. ,...
314. Romani shuts music for a second. Pause. Lady does her thing. Shaking. 315. Foot relaxer. harefoot. at nig-ht. on toilet. hefore sleen for men.
316. Cell phone ~arried by 'senio;s, ~alking a.'tone at night. e;,_ fA~ ~.,t.~ · -

317. Fence, in water of pool, automatically lifts up, when family leaves. - .318. A psychiatristipsychoiogist shows patient a fake brain with tissues and shows how thoughts can easily change, come and go.
319. A bird, learns to peck at switch, to provide larger cage, at certain times.
320. A unique dinner plate. Square. Raised. Different. 321 . Learn an original response to dogs barking. See what happens.
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323. The head lights on army convoy should electronically detect bomb.
324. Flashlight on both bicycle handles for night riding.
-- 325. Siiiy putty shaped iike an eraser on your desk to eniarge type. -
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APRIL 18, 2006

For kids in front row at basketball or football, vertical names, many, to upright show .
Sleep on idea pad, under your pillow - or along side table. _.
Car keys w/numeral, tell how many trips you made today. Cuts down on gas . ...
Make an 8-day week. Two Saturday nights.
Gravy pills. In box. Melt in microwave.
In retirement community, older couples, married, live alone for one year. At peace. ...
At end of month, newspaper issue has wrappers folded, so can wrap many to dispose.
Men's knickers at senior centers. Start new trend.
Roof of car:, inside, to balloon over all passengers at crash. ....
Piano-like keys on computer bottom of key board to tap out tunes of music . ...
A sinking of ship in calm waters has got to P~<W,~re for sinking. Arm floaters.
Men, when you urinate fully before bed, liftfo5'{on toilet to squeeze more out. "-'
Rubber gasket or grommet to place over bolt, temporarily.
I
Run shower water in morning for deep breathing with moisture in air.
A drum or cymbal sounds at edge of desk or web-table to keep beat of music. ......
Bottom right on odd-number newspaper pages, press here to turn page. Compliments of;; ..
Man walking alone at night. If he falls, a blinking light alerts cars. ·Same cap, but new lettering. Velcro.
"Bump at light" to alert speeding motorists. The sign warns them ahead. Air marshals patrolling over top of fuselage above passengers. Observe everything. ~
Why can't car engine cut off at red light, like golf cart, then start again~ Color number of newspaper page with the dominant add on that page. -
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APRIL ~~

2006

A thumb nail file for all fingers. ,...
The longer the pencil, the larger you write. Tumblefold for classified only. Ads are closer to read. ~
Can new asphalt on roads absorb polluted air?
A hard boiled egg in oatmeal while stirring for five minutes. "'
For special golfers, a gold tee with chain attached, to retrieve.
The base of overhead fan can tilt, to move circular air any direction.
The exhaust pipe faces rear wheel of car to help eliminate pollution.
Padding on bicycle handle, to cushion chest if crash. Cuffs on long-sleeve shirt, when rolled up, same pattern or complement tie. ..-~>
Look up, go to mfr. Plants near by to study work habits & new ideas.
A balloon pops up. Other cars to see, that they are listening to KTAR. -Straight screw driver & Philips screw driver together w/one handle. ,~
Tapping w/pencil to your favorite music while thinking or writing or creating.
Outside of car billows back to shape or suction cup, after minor collision. ~
Men only dance class. Learn to lead strongly w/left hand. No female annoying.
Learn to play music with your internet keys. "'
Solid base for your drinking water or coffee near your favorite chair.
To prevent fender-bender, apply one inch thick nylon or rubber in back of car. ,..,
The tongue of children's sneakers become a face of dog or cat, or whatever. -'
If no passengers in rear of car, it lifts off ground, saves gas .
If no passengers in car, the car folds up. Smaller. Compact. Saves gas. r
A thin leather strap around calves. When you go for a walk, may hurt. Tighten.
Wear a special cap in billiard when you make shot of the day.
Coordinate men's shirt with Tee-shirt.

IDEAS
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MAY9, 2006

Coffee cup with base to catch drippings. Coaster. Try tongue in her mou!h \<V))i~sing. Tongue and her teeth.
Lady stands on speciar-Pi·li{}~ m~ed, naked, no weight. Adorable.
Comer of the bed, heart shaped pillow, for love making.
Pour cream in coffee, from special container, bubbles and adds Starbucks. •
Double paper toweling in bathroom, after washing hands. One pull enough.
Bottom of bridge table directs heat to player who is cold. On & off
A spring-like board, about three inches, to spring you out of chair. ....,
Sell Senior Moments myself. At craft show, super market, etc. $3.95.
Condo garages to beautify driveways in Sun City. Trees treated early to repel fire in forest.
Wear soft, pliable, non-glasses to sleep so you can see your dreams. Reflect.
If tile in kitchen gets dirty, use small throw rug w/feet to rub dirt off. In restaurant take home box should have extra doughnut. ~
A scent on mans collar when he is dancing. ~
Man "freezes" during dance. Let her do her thing.
Kiosks, at mall, to sell my Senior Moments.
Write larger, You will feel better.
On highway if your car stalls, show sign "cell phone needed".
Lock thief in car if he attempts to steal it. Artificial flowers on picture frame on wall A special paper clip becomes screw driver for small glasses. _.,
If small bleeding on arms or legs, pick nose to stop bleeding?
A small heating strip from ankles to big toe to keep feet warm.
A video cell phone for dance beginners to keep looking at new dance steps....
A cute star or pattern for ladies, to show where cleavage begins.
After urinating before bed, & you want the most to come out, place left foot on toilet. A piano sound, from fist as you are listening to music. Twirl wrist? ""'
A steady rod on digital camera, so won't shake when taking picture. A pencil? When huge boat is sinking, captain releases other half to stay afloat?
A water-spouting truck to clear Iraq roads, before convoy.
A extra car key handled with coins. Loose. ~
Dress up trunk of trees.
If something goes wrong with car, your computer like web MD for exact repair.
As car pulls up for fast food & orders, girl sprays potato chip smell in car. In cars, a spare wheel, smaller, underneath, used in case of flat. . -
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6410.
6411.
6412.
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IDEAS MAY 25, 2006
The rear of the plane, the stewardess helps restore plane if going down. The rudder is there.
As you smoke normal cigarette size, the remainder gets smaller and smaller.
As you leave restaurant, you can purchase another portion at half the price.
Deliberately wear Ipod in public places, to show not to be disturbed.
Dress-up dull trees or shrubs with artificial plastic designs.
An apparatus, digital flashlight, to show where & how billiard ball to hit.
"Move to the right" signs light up when fire trucks are screeching behind you.
Cruise around the United States.
A McDonald's hamburger, open up, add soup to sandwich.
Handles of paint can, can be removed to open can of paint.
Two wheel chair patients can start talking, play cards or chess.
Invalids in wheel chairs can get$$$ break at cashier.
A back-up chip for Ipod or new gadget can be located in ring on finger.
Helicopter spray can make smoke dense, to smother fire.
Helicopter ride on cruise ship.
"Answer by E-Mail" in back of envelope you mail.
When you get up after sleep, the wall in front of you shows an enigma of Mom & Pop.
M&M or cherry chocolate in both mouths for deep kissing.
Add a special flavor to diner left overs to be put in frig.
Regency Mortuary ad extends into left column.
Create a story for a dream before sleep.
Prepare your special meat order in supermarket. Video shows butcher making it.
Pillow to keep you awake minutes, for thinking, dreaming before sleep.
Sell matching ties along with shirt cuffs.
If car don't start, reasons why and what to do flash on dash board.
KFYI (Barry Young) when listening in car a balloon pops up show others listening also.
Crossword puzzles in newspaper, given options on other pages.
At dangerous intersections, bumps in road should slow down green light speeders.
Fission, new name to run device thru hair to relieve headache.
Like oil rigs in ocean can raise or lower, why not a levee before storm~
Desecrate remains of suicide bombers.
Break legs of captured illegal immigrants.
Man dances his steps alone. Female watches. Then repeats his steps
Urinate on remains of suicide bombers. Even crap on them>in liquid bottle.
Bumps on dangerous turns at intersections, to keep cars going slow.

MAY 31,2006
6444. With pro baseball batter at the plate, he JPods what the next pitch will be~ Fans who
rented !Pods will be alert and involved in game.
6445. Sundial walking tract inside will be open during summer day and night.
6446. Toilet rim in color, about one inch thick, not to show dirt
6447. Good music in your home illuminates radio or record player w/colorfullighting.
6448. Young IPod kids talk with other JPod kids about the next pitch.
6449. If illegals are caught, they are tattoed before sent home.
6450. The first gun shot not lethal. The second one1yes.
6451. Second-hand smoke from cigarette dissipates quickly, not harmful to others.
6452. Pork strewn over suicide bomber remains. Liquid. Humiliation no hero. No heaven.
6453. Paper coffee cup w/flaps to prevent spills, yet allow drinking area.
6454. Cant, isn't, wont. Write poem with no apostrophes.
6455. Stay healthy in your old age or else. Remember, before going to McDonalds.
6456. Piano pencil in your hand just plays background, not melody. "Misty" computer keys.
6457. Your watch band can sharpen your pencil.
6458. If no tie on man's shirt than collar should be different than shirt color.
6459. Cheaper cigarettes. No puffing, no smoke. Just dangle from lips.
6460. Girlfriends name or your wife's name printed on your pillow.
6461. A cushion falls first, then legs on top, in case bike turns over.
6462. Protect the bicyclist's chest in case of crash.
6463. When car dealers sell new cars, they put on bumper protectors, selling point. My idea.
6464. Youngster's shoe flaps should have pictures of his favorite dog, or something decor.
6465. Suction scoop, like cane pick-up dirt from kitchen floor.
6466. Base of levee in two sections, top section can be raised as needed.
6467. Only nose clip on glasses to keep you cool in summer.
6468. Male dancer does steps by himself Lady partner does same.
6469. Ballroom dancing with hands, with partner. Also normal feet dancing.
?470. Ballroom male dancer wears fancy glove to show lead hand.
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6492.
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JUNE 7, 2006

Two or three rollers, instead of one. For seniors walking w/walker.
The eraser on pencil. Adds musical notes to your internet piano keyboard.
Dress up bottom of tree trunk.
Man' s collar open, no tie. Tee shirt automatically shows w/matching color.
You clean worn snicker~. Any store in mall. Or against wall in mall.
Or outside shoe store.
If car has a flat, hub cap can keep car going w/rubber frame or silicone.
Plane levels off after collapse. Over land. Back end puts in glide position.
As soon as your head hits the pillow, there is music. Tum over, & it is gone.
Knicker shorts to walk around garden, house. Knee pads under knickers.
Lovely picture on window blinds when pulled up. Reverse also.
Beginner pedal can push down further to ground if about to fall.
Toothpaste cover can be used for flossing w/paste. Rubber point in cap.l/2".
Circular chuttoutside tall buildings. Enclosed, to escape fire.
Sprinkler and heavy fumes on ceiling in every room to stop fire & smoke.
A helicopter flying over Pille homes can spot crowded illegals inside.
Add a spray of chocolate or cinnamon to leftovers for fridge.
Strong sound from horns from every vehicle convoy might set off street bomb.
With technology so complex, when you buy a gadget, illustrated on video to learn.
A digital camera instructions on~~·
__
1: ~ /l C~
Thick, heavy working gloves to
,.worn out fingers of gloves.
Round crackers to fit on finger. Holes in crackers should not split.
Thumb razors to read classified.
Pennybucks makes me think and talk.

IDEAS
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JUNE 14,2006

Outline body as you go for a walk at night. Reflector strips.
A recessed seat in hot tub w/soft nylon prongs soothing back.
A torah-looking urine bottle to desecrate dead suicide bombers.
A frying pan w/three sunnyside eggs, bacon & toast finishes face.
Before boat sinks, a floatation device floats free to save people.
Toilet paper near men's urinal to wipe penis, keep shorts clean.
Men's pants with two or three buttons to keep pants loose.
Put numbers on piano keys. Easier to learn.
Auto, when stalled or flat, one last lurch to get you to side of road.
Circular shelves in refrig. To find leftovers.
Go back to hardware store to refill spray or pump. At half price.
Cinnamon powder or lively taste when heating leftovers.
Different color covers for leftovers, to seen & recognized.
A rounded plastic pocket comb which keeps wallet or money in place.
These new Ideas for home mags., show a waste of money on products.
If a home is invaded, press a button before tied up, & alert neighbors.
A waste paper basket which flips up, to accommodate more.
Relaxed feel on car steering wheel alerts driver, asleep. Vibration.
A few button holes on shirt collars, incase men gain weight.
New lenses during night walk to change environment.
Seniors getting up from chair, have a foot-long spring to help them.
If child falls in water, different cloths tum her over, face up.
Vegetable fork - two end prongs higher up so veggies don't fall off
"Talk to me". Sign on wheel chair.
Add balloon, heart protection to bicycle handlebars if crash.

IDEAS

6519.
6520.
6521 .
6522.
6523.
6524.
6525.
6526.
6527.
6528.
6529.
6530.
6531.
6532.
6533.
6534.
6535.
6536.
6537.
6538.
6539.
6540.
6541 .
6542.
6543.
6544.
6545.
6546.
6547.

JUNE 21 , 2006

Put 2, not 1, electric plugs into wall, next to each other.
Ice cubes to look like animals. Not square.
Ice cubes to look like States. Keep buying new trays.
Some shrubs cut like snow men, until it snows to look good.
Pads for handles on bikes.
Pads on arms for new mothers, picking up babies.
Get wheel chair patients to stand, walking helps, in super market aisle.
Wet glove over caste to wash face.
Play pickle ball in racquet ball court for players with heart attack. No run.
Two band aids in packages instead of one.
A "fish" swimming on child's clothing, turns child face up, if fall in water.
Two handles on very heavy luggage. Left & right hand two people carry.
A shield when you open microwave.
Hold glass of water on top to lessen tremors.
Two hankies tied together. One for nose blowing.
Smile-a-burger. With each bite.
Extra key for car. In your pocket holding coins.
Garage door has peep holes. Look to see who's there. Don' t open door.
A golf ball in palm of hand to write clearer, bigger, if shaky.
Snap-on newspaper fold. Turn pages easy. Holds everything together.
When gas tank is full, rubber on neck stops over-gassing.
Proofreader' s pencil with 2" glare plastic, to block out glare.
Work on bare toes at night before sleep, when seating on toilet.
Gadget store in neighborhood when you read their booklet, go in.
Vibrating rug at foot of toilet. For evacuation.
"Good night, sleep tight" quotations to read on toilet seat before bed.
Knee pads with wheels to move around on knees.
Steps going in or out of church to show choppy water. Jesus walked on.
Tee-shirt pocket has narrow vertical slot for pencil. Always carry one.

IDEAS JUNE 29, 2006

6548.
6549.
6550.
6551.
6552.
6553.
6554.
6555.
6556.
6557.
6558.
6559.
6560.
6561.
6562.
6563.
6564.
6565.
6566.

J-

Have to be an arch way in all crowed restaurants, super market. Testing bombers.
Man & woman pillows join together at sleep, gives off pleasant aroma.
Toothbrush. Bristles are raised W'. Space below for rubber prongs. Clean teeth.
A woman's belt holds valuables, inside belt. Not to rely on purse.
Billiard balls with red dots, to control English better.
Men's compressor socks, w/built-in padding, to make skinny legs thicker.
Barber at seniors dance, add dark hair to sideburns and eye brows, & cleft. Washes off.
Buffet, after you eat, again take-out same amount, at Yz price.
Hot tea served in a cold glass or cup.
Bald headed seniors in summer, wear S.C. head bands like NBA players.
Religious men carrying the Koran on scene of suicide bombers, should read passages of peace.
Big Mac sandwiches compare with Cadillac cars.
Psychologist on Internet gives advice. Transfer to phone. Repeat, to help patient.
Crash in car, the steering wheel collapses, before hitting driver.
A special pencil, when listening to music while writing, can carry the tune.
When washing men's pants, if they need enlarging, put hands in pockets & pull open.
Penney bucks coffee sold cheaply with breakfast.
A second hole on men's collar as he gets heavier.
Make a million bucks cleaning sneakers at mall.

IDEAS

6567.
6568.
6569.
6570.
6571.
6572.
6573.
6574.
6575.
6576.
6577.
6578.
6579.
6580.
6581.
6582.
6583.
6584.
6585.
6586.
6587.
6588.
6589.
6590.
6591.
6592.
6593.
6594.
6595.
6596.
6597.
6598.
6599.
6600.
6601.

JULY 5, 2006

If screw driver is too small or too big, turn the handle. Non-metal.
"You cure me of my illness, and I'll be serving Humanity for life." Tell your doctor.
Socks & gloves to exchange, if socks get wet.
For super market bags, in trunk of car a rod to hand all bags.
Numerals on key or wallet, to remind you where car is parked.
Fountain pen clip, becomes an eraser for ink. Abrasive.
To steady a digital camera, something to steady hand.
Psychologist patient, leaving office is given typewritten notes to study.
Leftover pizza, pies, sweet rolls, stuffings - in one wrapper to reheat & eat.
Would nose pick stop minor body bleeding?
Special walking snickers. Padded, springy. After 30 minute walk, change.
Waiting in doctor's office, do bio-feedback. Relax before visit.
Chop up your favorite bread into your cold or hot cereals.
After eating fresh fruit, save skins, flavor glass of water later.
A special spray softens pillow for either side of face?
Squeeze no more. A red line on toothpaste cover tells you it is finished.
For laughs: jerky young kids wear black teeth with their outfits.
In doctor's office, a high sitting stool so seniors can get up & down easily.
Make funny bulls eye eggs, bacon and hash browns, for comical eating.
Deter-mination.
Instead of smooth, metal, polished frames on cars, have them designed in a punctured,
billowy way, so no fender-bender not noticed.
Candy, cheese available in super market check-out line while waiting.
Lipstick, nail polish or any thing in ladies purse, to stop bleeding.
Neighbors on each side of home robbery- alerted to call police.
In Sun City, handicapped dancers, from wheelchair, holds onto a rail.
While lady is away from house, dog's bark turns into a growl. At intruders.
Different envelopes- each important - in glove compartment.
Rim of tires cushions so flat has something to roll on.
Shoelaces tightened for athletes playing. They feel stronger, run better on court.
A cell phone number for Romantic calls only. She knows it, he knows it.
A pancake bowl for syrup and goodies shaped deep & long.
Leave clip-on message on toilet paper before leaving. Ladies see it next day.
If wrinkles on older woman's face, pull facial skin down.
Use eye glass frames for older women with wrinkles, to pull face skin smoother.
Unmarked car with detectives to round up illegals at Home Depot.

IDEAS JULY 12, 2006

6602. A history clock. Minute hand or hour. Tells what happened in the past, at that
moment.
6603. You watch your player, baseball, football, not the man with the ball. Interesting.
6604. Cell phone programmed to assist you. Relax. Read emotional solutions.
6605. When watching sports on T.V., light bulb reflects crowd' s excitement. Grey, red,
black, etc.
6606. Amber light blinks before turning red. Numerals, 5-4-3-2-1 in black, then red.
6607. If children alone, fall into pool, the clothing they wear blow up on impact, turns them
face up.
6608. Huge coffee cup like kids buying huge cokes, easy to keep warm in car.
6609. A special dinner plate in restaurants. Raised. Elegant. Classy.
6610. Walking alone at night w/cane if Senior falls, the cane shoots pellets at windows.
6611. Wheel chairs in super markets become thinner in aisles.
6612. A smaller car key carried with coins in pocket or purse.
6613. Ideas from JoeZ. No illustrations. Weekly newspaper column.
6614. False flowers encircle tree trunk, about 3' to 6 ' tall.
6615. A walking cane for Seniors at night. Sheds light alerting passing cars.
6616. Dress up Condo garage doors w/ design on upper comers.
6617. Sitting in your favorite chair on Internet, at left side also small piano key board.
6618. Spray dead lower branches of trees with green paint.
6619. Golf ball becomes an eraser.
6620. DETER-MINATION. On tee shirt, doctors office, men's caps, etc.
6621 . Large soda bottle of coke or ginger ale, when empty, should collapse.
6622. Your own sweat from your body cleans water bottle passed around.
6623. A fuzzy animal on your furniture moves along, lights up, appears alive.
6624. Young students in college, asked to demonstrate scientific projects, like fusion.
6625. Pour a little coffee on your eggs.
6626. A small salad dish poured into glass of water, to drink or eat with spoon.
6627. Light and heavy bathroom tissue combined.
6628. End of toilet wash, a spray- cleaner at end. Keep smell clean.
6629. Turn Listerine drink over - fills cap. That's all you need. Clamps shut.

.-133-

IDEAS
6630.
6631.
6632.
6633.
6634.
6635.
6636.
6637.
6638.
6639.
6640.
6641.
6642.
6643.
6644.
6645.
6646.
6647.
6648.
6649.
6650.
6651.
6652.
6653.
6654.
6655.
6656.
657

JULY 19, 2006

For kids watching T.V., large lettering across bottom of screen. Educational. Spelling.
Two small T.V. screens for kids, so they don't miss anything while diverted.
Tongs grab more than one item from tray, instead of one.
A springy brace around both knees. No injury. Just give bounce getting up.
A cane collapses before you get up. Then springs up, helping you get up.
Go back to hardware store to get refills of spray bottle or cans.
A rubber toothpick? Can place in tee shirt pocket.
Buy sports logo for playoffs. Phoenix Suns. Paste on lamps while watching T.V.
Piano under keyboard - one inch thick. Steady. Can play with sound of music.
Hang men's colorful ties in living room - attractive. Not to be hidden.
A memorial stone on door or garden. Before death of couple. How happy together.
A colorful backdrop, cloth or paper on wall where pictures hang, move around on tracks.
Fake muscles on left hand, to show strong man's dance lead with left.
Balls and penis to sooth woman's arthritis and back trouble, etc.
When you ache all over (seniors) call your dance partner to practice dancing.
Fake owl on roof- to scare birds away- opens wings periodically.
Pruning shears with long sleeve attached.
A dye spray to hit car thief fooling with door..
A car thief shows public how he breaks into car.
Guard riding around Fry's shows how purses are stolen.
Handle on roof inside car to help get in and out.
Sticky fingers to handle billiard cue stick.
Inside trunk of car a slide to put grocery bags onto.
Newspapers Yz" shorter on width, on every other page to easily turns pages.
Fake laptop computer to practice on before buying.
Small piano to take home (fake) to practice on before buying.
Cops on side of the road flash a warning if going over speed limit.
Woman's jeans. Appear worn at knees, also at crotch.
\
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6658.
6659.
6660
6661
6662
6663
6664
6665
6666
6667
6668
6669
6670
6671
6672
6673
6674
6675
6676
6677
6678
6679
6680

AUGUST 2, 2006

"Makes you creative". Where, buying, what shop? What item?
Sign on bathroom door: "Makes you creative".
Final resting niche on refrigerator. To remind you that life is precious.
Round wood cap on top of tennis racquet, to draw balls downward.
If uncontrollable during early sleep, something to wake you up. Start all over.
Bagel shaped like heart.
Rub floss into toothpaste first.
When it rains in Phx., rainbows should pop up all over.
In newspapers, two front pages. Page one, turn over for another page one.
Crossword puzzle to figure out where to eat. On food pages. Clues give benefits.
Special spoon lights up after stirring oatmeal for five minutes.
Wave billiard stick if shot is close, to make contact. Magnets. Even on hands.
Hom should sound when backing up in car, in addition to amber lights.
Two color socks. Use one. Reversible.
Light bulbs stop at 1. If they blow out press down to 2. Then to 3, months later.
Paperback's covers & backs - have tissue foldouts to press on pages. Duplicate.
Shower mat on floor, when used in bath becomes back rub. Suction.
Two handles cane, w/rod in middle to spring you up out of bed or chair.
Tongue of sneakers a few inches higher, colorful, to dress up sneakers & socks.
Men's glasses (stem) curves around sideburns before ears. Seniors.
One inch black band around woman's thighs, close to Bikini thong.
A one inch packet/pocket under purse, carrying straps to put around neck.
Ignition switch in car has cover. Opened by car key only. Then start car.

IDEAS

SEPTEMBER 3, 2006

6681. Two women holding hands walking to their cars at night.
6682. One of the women pretends she is using a ceH phone.
'
-6683. Bai:ld ·a~S" ar-ea: ar:oo.nd lll:l.tti6n. with: ·patch then cH:t: hole mshoe.

6684. Spaghetti sandwich, about 6" long, made from tortilla chips.
6685. Handles on bicycle move forward to protect rider in case of accident. Cushioned.
6686. Clean, trim hair arotmdpenis to make it appear larger.
6687. Chocolate sucking on a stick.

6.6&&.. Ladies .purse around shoulder,. .and wri..'\1.
6689. Wheelchair senior on dance floor for man to sit in, led his wife with 6" rope.
6690. At dance hall, in mall, seniors can touch up moustache and side bums. Look younger.
6691. Seni-ors with cane.on dance fl-oor. Could look great. Leading partner w/caite.
6692. While walking, hum and make up a song.
6693. A cane extends from arm to support senior if toppling on dance floor. Trigger release.
66.94. Tilt toilet .seat downward .so you can excrete faster. Touch floor if you have to go.
6695. Smokers: inhale a corrective smoke to eliminate the damage to the lungs before. Heal.
6696.. Ex.tr.a see-through door on microwave to protect you fwth.er~
6697.. lfpilots on plane are hijack, stewardess put~ on ga.~ masks and takes control ofplan.e.
6698. Instead of pilot using wrong runway, put a green light, tower ten them to use and go ahead.
6n99. Lengthy texts on internet makes you sleepy, ready fur bed.
6700. Identify your problem 1-10 on psychiatrist wall to look at before visit in waiting roollL
6701. A spray or liquid on tongue to medically clean teeth and mouth after eating.

.)'/02. Dance clubs should have shoe enlargers.
67{)3.
6704.
6705.
6706.
670'7.
670.S:.
6709..
6710.
- 6711.
6 712.

Dance clubs -should have ftbriUators for quick relief before 911.
A big ta,;J-.k always filled \f\:it:h '\Mit-cr-y tm~D:l:i'~.d:,.if:f-o.res:t.:1ir.e:·t~ea1:ens..
Natural body fluid from women to neck and ears before making love.
If rapist threatens to insert penis in mouth, should woman threaten to bite it?
Color skylight in kitchen a bluish color in summer.
Men offered free-bees or bargains when they .enter .d.ept. stor.es, .take numbef.
A portable, temporary dance. floor on ~p .of cement aLSun Bowl.
The eyes of a picture on the wall, follo-w you as you enter & leave room.
Light bulb: three way switch, change color of light.
P.aste dark patch oo li-ght bulb wll:ich f.aces. waH.

IDEAS SEPTEMBER 9, 2006

6713. Larger coffee cup. Plastic liner 1" from bottom. Fill half Remove plastic, another half
6714. Different colors on men's pants loops, for fun events.
6715. Idea of the day scrolled at bottom of screen, along with news, music?
6716. Go to an expensive movie and bring your lunch. With their approval.
6717. Musical gadget on pencil to sound like cymbal or clicker. You control beat.
6718. Dance in afternoon in restaurants. Tea dances. Buy a burger & coffee or dinner.
6719. If you usually fall asleep watching T.V., a head cover from back, covers you.
6720. A naked woman painted on shower wall facing you.
6721. A helicopter blows forest fire smoke back to where it started.
6722. A row of piano keys under internet key board for fingers or pencil to tap tunes.
6723. A warm rod behind towel rack, to keep towels warm.
6724. One handle, two canes, combine with Torah for religious Jews .
6725. Call religious Jewish people "Hebrew" instead of Jews.
6726. A small, fat pencil in men's pocket. You'll always know it's there. With cover.
6727. A fountain pen clip becomes money clip.
6728. Tighten shoe laces for springy step.
6729. Pronounce men's shirts. Add colorful larger buttons.
6710. A bagel machine cuts bagel into three's.
6.
A lid atop coffee cup. Sip instead of gulping coffee. Keeps warm.
6732 Colorful paintings inside light shade. The bulb you tum on, enhances the painting.
6733. A computer in doctors office to type up medical advice. If he's too busy.
6734. A Wise Man in Sun City board of directors. They consult him (wisdom) later.
6735. I lead a routine life. Can you imagine the ideas I could create in different local&.s?

-
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IDEAS SEPTEMBER 14,2006

~

6''
If pharmacist listen so carefully, why don't doctors?
67"J /. High buildings in Phoenix can give off moisture to form clouds, rain.
6738. Cool, air condition umbrella as get out of car into hot Phoenix sun.
6739. Slide colorful kitchen towel over straight rod. No fancy show.
6740. Three or four inch rod to hold old wet sponge to clean kitchen floor. No bending.
6741. Peacock effect on important chair. A spray of colors.
6742. There has to be a telephone, e-mail connection with patient and psychologist.
6743. "Cure me and I will devote my life to humanity". Tell doctors.
6744. Knee pads with wheels for patio work.
6745. Long sleeves when doing gardening work, so no scratching.
6746. Pen clip, on cap, to white-out ink lettering.
6747. Can huge truck driver turn wheel around to drive backwards, going forward?
6748. Women, don't wear a thin bracelet, wear large jewelry on wrist, like earring.
6749. Umbrella has three positions instead up and down. Cover friends.
6750. Colorful garden keepsakes engraved in stone to express love for each other while alive.
6751. While eating salad, have extra bowl of tortilla chips.
6752. "I have AIDS". Cry of a potential rape victim.
6753. Spray car windows every morning, wipe it clean. Feel like new car.
6754. Special 3-D glasses, clip-on, for watching Internet.
6755. Reversible hat when it rains - one side fabric, other side with plastic.
6756 .. If parachutist lands in water, the net floats keeping him afloat.
6757. While working with paint brush, make a V from bristles to fit on rim of can.
6...
Shoe laces are multi color, worn different look day and night.
67':>'·). Instead of crossing legs from chair extend leg to other knee.
6760. Extra cap for water bottle before placing in purse.

IDEAS SEPTEMBER 19, 2006
6761
6762
6763
6764
- 6765
- 6766
6767
6768
6769
.- 6770
6771
6772
6773
6774
6775
6776
6777
6778
6779
6780
6781
6782
6783

Animal's eye to replace a human blind eye.
1
Sign: cell phone needed if car has trouble. Don't neelHelp.
Childs slipper, shoes extend out as he grows. Like extra button.
A large hook in back of plane in case of trouble & crash imminent.
A handle on driver's side of car to help getting into car.
Do hand exercises on plastic toilet seat. Might stimulate BM.
Put coffee in bowl. Break up donut into bowl for coffee soup.
When seniors go for a walk at night, a whistle around neck.
Two lamp shades, combine on top of one lamp, for 3-way bulb .
Velcro to hold man's wallet in pocket. If it's grabbed he will felt it.
A foot rest in wheelchair, moves up & down for leg exercise.
Back wheels of walker to be narrower, to push easier into car.
When the sun hits the car window, a decal becomes rainbow, woman.
Supermarket cart can become seat for resting, or waiting in line.
Color of rings tell people how long you are married.
Velcro on men's sneakers can be split in half 4 ties.
Men's pants, the cuff should be closer to legs for dancing. Velcro.
A red spot on woman's ankle, to combine with red toe polish. Beauty.
Inside the back of shoe a love message after dancing with partner.
Velcro under man's belt, so belt wont slip under fat tummy.
Fold-up tie. Make it blossom into a colorful spread. Atop man's shirt.
After 10 commercials in a 2 min. period, run lin~ at bottom of program.
Egg coffee, eat with breakfast.

'i#r.,

IDEAS

-6

6784
6785
6786
6787
6788
6789
6790
6791

SEPTEMBER 26, 2006

Teach ending steps for lady, dips, as dance music comes to an end.
Spray from front door as it opens and closes, to keep flies and mosquitoes out.
Freeze the tires also, to prevent theft.
A camera, T.V. screen to show inside of a restaurant kitchen.
A backpack to make you walk or propel you along.
Ladies wear 2 shirts. Keep changing during evening.
Cigarettes go out when not being puffed.
Menu lights up to show, exaggerate, the special you are looking for.

6792 Adder, in&tead of &hredder, to &how your o.ooompliohrnento every dQ.y.

6793
6794
6795
6796
... 6797
6798
6799
6800
6801
6802
6803
6804
.i805

A top, four-color, ladies magazine, projects colorful ads on internet.
Bright colors, red, blue, yellow and green, top of public urinal to stimulate flow.
Piano keyboard on wheel chair. Sound can be muffled or ear plugs.
A full seat for bicycles.
After applying Ben-Gay ointment, add 1", 2" or 3" patch for longer application.
A Xmas tree tooth pin. 4 or 5 on holder. Can penetrate more than one tooth.
At every Sun City dance, there should be shoe spreader.
Handicap man in wheelchair can ask lady to dance, with 6" rope leading her.
Cute cover atop lamp shade, to affect lighting a room, especially watching T.V.
Sell "Senior Moments" door to door in my condo..._l!f'.---~ A...k ·
Mental patients obsessed with only one original idea. Invent. Urge them to do.
When you feel a gas coming on, make a noise from pockets.
Sports insignia on special cap watching your favorite sport.

IDEAS
6806
6807
6808
6809
6810
6811
- 6812
6813
6814
6815
6816
6817
6818
6819
6820
6821
6822
6823
6824
6825
'b826
6827
6828
6829
6830

SEPTEMBER 29, 2006

Raised toilet seat with pad, pitched downward in front for BIM .
Man's dance shoes can be elongate, feel better, as the dance goes on.
Velcro belt worn around hips, thighs, wrist, can be heated in microwave.
Metatarsal pad into microwave for a moment before putting on toes.
Paint on brick wall, or metal, allow spray graffiti, which melts soon after.
To stop fires in house, the paint on walls prevents spread.
In summer heat, put shirt into freezer for a few seconds.
Leah, carport robbery as she drives in. Can be robbed. Drive in backwards.
Lower-case descenders in type face, not so deep. Cram type.
Sling a football from a huge net. Just like tennis, baseball.
Commuter on train, talk with a"wise man" one hour each way.
If a eat' s hair stands up before danger, why not an auto before impact?
"Don't".That's the title. Don't let bad thoughts bother you. Let them come & go.
Watch T.V. with tinted glasses. No glare or eye strain.
Shredded paper or confetti mixed with soil to produce.
Fancy ear decorations, large, instead of earrings. May cover whole ear.
Hot water bottle. Two in one. Split them. One for wrist other for knee.
On computer, you need old fashion advice, ask "Grandma & Grandpa".
Pretend you are on a cell phone if someone wants your attention. Time to think.
To comfort you further, steam comes from shower curtain or tiles.
The computer screen flashes pictures of your family, this time moving.
Tn super market parking, walk only between strong yellow lines. Avoid cars backing up.
Box in big establishment: "We' ll pay you $50. for a good original idea".
If you run a ad continuously in paper, they should ad a number or cute boarder.
"Thinking cap" for seniors to stimulate observation, conversation, making you think.

IDEAS

OCTOBER 3, 2006

6831 . Spray can, after use, refill. ACE Hardware.
6832. Sandals w/bare toes. Can flip over the arch if cold.

68..13. Men's swe.aters worn around shorts. Sle.eve.s.lwld them up,. If AIC to.o c.old.
6834.
6835.
6836.
6837.
6838.
6839.
6840.
6841.
6842.
6843.
.,. 6844.
6845.
6846.
6847.
6848.
6849.
~Q50 .

With all my ideas, maybe a 365 cartoon/calendar is suitable.
Hospital bed to have springs in center, so patient can turn in another direction.
Patient in hospital bed, use overhead hand grip. No fumbling where it is.
Expandable wooden folded fence, can double its thickness where lock is.
How to terminate y our life peacefully, after major illness in old age.
Ladies or men's shoes hangs by toes, which stretches toe area. Width only.
When dog climbs 3-tier steps owner puts flavor or cookie smell on top.
"I will give you many original ideas to patent. You can make a fortune."
A automatic pump to hold a round stone, which cleans bathroom toilet ring.
Overhead reading lamp, w/slits to cut down glare.
Bicycle arms (handles) air bag.
When a senior w/walker sits down, the arms of walker should slide back, making room.
A special mat, little bumps soothe your bare feet before bed.
Keep frying pan looking dark, although it's clean, to use again and again.
A completely covered poly case, with wife' s fullness, as you remember her.
A iove piHow for Natalie, with her name imprinted on her favorite chair and pittow.
Foot pad at entrance of house w/dog. Printed "be affectionate to dog as you enter."

IDEAS OCTOBER 11 , 2006

6851.
6852.
6853.
6854.
6855.
6856.
6857.
6858.
6859.
6860.
6861.
6862.
6863.
6864.
6865.
6866.
6867.
6868.
6869.
6870.
6871.
6872.
6873.
6874.

Put roll~ one or two dollar bills, in the comfy of your slippers.
Cut a steak in half, horizontally.
Braces (Ace) tighten and loosen as you wear them.
A pillow warms before sleep. For knees, ankle, back.
A frankfurter popped into the toaster oven. Added to meal like veg.
A peep hole in garage door.
At condo garage door, press once for neighbor, friend. Press two for other.
Pretend to be using false cell phone to scout the area you are in.
A sticky-back paper in back of watch, for personal information.
A bagel hollow in center so a frankfurter can fit inside to eat.
Two or three metal clasps added to belt area, in case senior gets heavier.
A senior walker, throws a ball in front of him, on sidewalk for exercise.
Carry a phony cell phone, in case you sense trouble near by.
Close one ear of your dog, so that his hearing lowers, & barks less.
Waiting room chairs in clinic or hospital has two backs, one to move closer.
Under toes, a moveable vibrator, when sitting too long. Exercises toes.
Natalie. Natalie. Natalie. Magnetic bracelet on man' s left wrist.
When you feel sleepy after eating, at table or arm chair, set alarm wrist watch.
Put big heart on fridge door, show baby when born, teenager, adult.
Senior ladies w/walker, put purse around waist. Fanny pack.
Wheelchair seniors, has built-in walker in front, to use, standing up.
Rain drops keep falling on your head, while shower or bath from above.
A nude full length picture of woman on wall facing you, when taking shower.

IDEAS

6874.
6875.
6876.
6877.
6878.
6879.
6880.
6881 .
6882.
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6902.

OCTOBER 14,2006

A baby in bath tub squeezes a floating animal. Sprays water in face.
Passenger seat in car is outside. Sit down and swing seat in.
Place mat at front door w/picture of your dog greeting you.
Artificial design to angle toilet seat downward. Easier BM.
For seniors, a pen/pencil help write larger. A small ball in hand.
Middle finger to help senior with tremor write larger, steadier.
Small blanket in back of favorite chair covers you when taking a nap.
Slide a heavier weight over kitchen utensil to help senior tremor.
A carry-on cell phone, w/video and camera to watch game, while there.
Suck drinking water from glass. To avoid sipping and coughing.
Bottom of news page to plug editorial so reader will look at ads.
Some where on news page, ads on that page should be listed.
Promotion: when going into store to shop, your car is washed.
Women want to see if men check their backs. A side mirror on glass frame.
Pain-absorbing gloves to wear in dental chair.
Numbers near toilet paper, to remind seniors how many BM or urinate.
Back pocket in men's pants automatically buttons.
Music stops from your pillow, as soon as you turn over for sleep.
Magnets on bottom of drinking glass, attached to your favorite cup holder.
Bottom of glass attracts to magnet.
Undershirt shows muscles and flat belly, for heavy men to wear and joke.
Automatic T.V. viewing of billiard shot, to show how shot be made.
Stewardesses also check luggage before passengers board plane.
The overhead bin on plane also lights up to check luggage on plane.
Don't need a full erection to fool around. Advertise a middle erection.
As driver opens car door, it locks firmly. Grab hold to lift yourself out.
Tennis players carries extra ball container for snacks. Between games.
Tooth picks pre-favored for continual taste.
Man wear large nut on finger to show how tough he is.

IDEAS
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6912.
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6916.
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6937.

OCTOBER 18, 2006

Danish thin sticks or cinnamon to stir coffee. Eat them.
Different ring on phone, to tell you it's commercial or personal.
Can play a game w/cane while seated, and waiting .Play a tune?
Handle of cane with golf balls.
Men: while jogging, shirt is tight around belly. Wear off fat quicker.
A fixed smile while jogging or walking.
Printing ink in slick 4-color mag. Fades as years go by, new look, ads.
Wear ear plugs, obvious, for relaxation. Quiet.
Easier way to loosen or tighten bra to show off.
Women.. s fancy glasses, not on nose. From ears to cheek. Held tight.
Men'·s jackets in closet, covered wfcettophane and perfume.
Ladies dancing shoes, a spring can elevate if tall partner.
Dry shampoo for hair.
Ladies, learn final dip at end of dance.
Special ~· to stn~t\-"'h lttm'-s ~. un;hri:uk:in luops;.
Excitement, ladies eyes sparkle, appear ro change eol-or. Eyebrows als&.
Special plate, warmer, in restaurant for people who eat slow.
A special bonnet to wear to bed for special dreams.
A special rock, on dashboard, shaped like man & woman, rocks to music.
If ey.es .i n .pictJ..1Xe o.u. wal,l ca.o. wove a.s you walk by., .maybe JJ smile.aLs.o
Library books on shelf at a an,gJe to read title better.
Library titles on books, type face vertical and horizontal.
In bed, laying flat, choose left or right cheek to sleep on.
Chiropractic gadgets in your home to adjust yourself.
Whiplash in car, the cushion around neck moves forward with you.
Thumb light reading on train.
Treadmill at gas station, then eat.
Special tortilla, salami, pizza, cellophane bag .. Sandwich smells better.
Talk loud to doctors. Not to affect your blood pressure.
Write a poem with no apostrophe.
Round wrist pencil, or put in pocket.
Can fumes be added to smoke, to smother a fire'?'
Free copy of Senior Moments when you come in to shop in Sun City.
Zippers on sneakers to tighten them before daily walk.
A pillow in back of chair can be sat on or leaned on.

IDEAS
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6940.
6941.
6942.
6943.
6944.
6945.
6946.
6947.
6948.
6949.
6950.
6951.
6952.
6953.
6954.
6955.
6956.
6957.
6958.
- 6959.
,... 6960.

OCTOBER 25, 2006

Chocolate chess game. You eat the pieces you remove.
Deceased spouse imbedded in cemetery stone.Magnifying, may appear move.
Change position of arms while drinking, for tremor people.
Narrow the foot to reduce pain of bunion? Perhaps arch?
Wear special t-shirt for mall only. Change as you leave.
Knee is painful. Extend leg or one leg bent on top of other. For pressure.
Can wear cowgirl outfit in mall only. To attract attention. Change when leave.
Golf carts look like a hot rod car.
Window glass in tall buildings mixed with a vinyl to bend wlhurricane winds.
Perhaps medicine bottles can preserve pills with cap or a spray?
A Velcro ankle support above sneakers. Socks fold over ankle support.
Mattress arches upward while you are sleeping.
Teeth chocolate. Sticks to teeth. The taste lingers.
Personal basketball hoop. Boards all around. Ball comes back to you. Practice.
Hide an extra front door key in flower pot. At bottom of stem.
Yard work or mechanic rings neighbor's bell to see his work at your house.
Rubber mat in front of door to clean mud off shoes. Label large # 1 or #2.
For elderly seniors, trying to sit higher in car, have a larger wheel.
Something like Ajax in toilet bowl, floats, helps remove discolored rim.
In favorite chair, a pillow under knees or raise chair under legs?
Flap on hot coffee prevents spills, Danish smell.
Ketchup or mustard bottles should have lengthy prong to loosen them up.
Microwave a large plastic spoon. To soften frozen ice cream.

..

IDEAS NOVEMBER 1, 2006
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6978.
6979.
6980.
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6982.
6983.
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6985.
6986.
6987.
6988.
6989.
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6991.
6992.
6993.
6994.
6995.
6996.

When driving carelessly w/cell phone, buzzer sounds when change lanes.
Like tissue box, a bandage box containing pads, creams, all types of bandages.
A pleasure soap. When you wash face and hands. Fragrant odor.
Cover ears of attacker who is caught. Let him hear only quiet, then question him.
Sneakers as high as ankles.
On radio or T.V., a timer shows how long commercials will last.
In baseball, players on bench talk with one another and announcer.
Once a year, a doctor sends you a written report of your progress.
Cars in Iraq should not be allowed near groups of people. Suicide bombers.
If baseball team is behind in 9th inning, pitchers should throw easy pitches.
Keep changing height of your favorite chair, to help back and legs.
Large sponge, on 3' broom, needed to stand up if on knees, cleaning floor.
Since most dreams are confusing, shake it off and smile upon awakening.
If seniors have tremor in hands, perhaps a ring can steady hand.
Hankie in back pocket atop wallet. More secure, sensitive.
Clothes in closet make closet smell like new car.
A thick pencil w/piano keys. Your finger follows melody.
Seniors making love. She on top. Fake penis, also real one to play with.
Girls in bikini at beach want to hold on to something, while standing.
Women deliberately vomit when threatened by attacker.
Hang pants by waist. Hangers spread waist, if needed.
Adopt a "stress for the day." Keeps you busy thinking, challenging .
If dent in car, w/magnetic floral display.
Handles of expensive bicycle prevent toppling over, cushion.
Amateur golfers, seniors, back of hole decorated, to putt.
Two putts at same hole for seniors, amateurs.
At end of Sun City dance, couples form circle to show their steps.
At Sun City dances, wooden shoe stretchers should be available.
Before sleep, a massage mat next to bed to relax feet.
Small ball in right hand, to make writing easier, if tremor.
When writing, the pinkie and ring finger tightened. If tremor.
A spring to help to get out of favorite chair.
Slip a heavier silver rod on fork or knife to make it heavier for tremor.
Blink right eye or left eye, once you learn which side of brain to use.
Bite into one large floss - a soft cushion to floss whole mouth at once.

..--.(Yi ·-
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6996.
6997.
6998.
6999.
7000.
700 I.
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7003.
7004.
7005.
7006.
7007.
7008.
7009.
7010.
7011.
7012.
7013.
70 14.
70 15.
7016.
7017.
7018.
7019.
7020.
7021.
7022.

NOVEMBER 9, 2006

Wash the ailment away. Mixing ointment with water. Using hands medically.
Use E-mail to write doctor before visit, about your complaints.
Go for a walk, bouncing a tennis ball.
A Wisdom memorial in Sun City, from those who passed away. And those living.
Dozing in waiting room before doctor visit. Perhaps bio-feedback.
A tea bag squeezed again, gives new flavor.
A cane with a foot at the bottom.
A drinking water bottle, can be shortened or extended.
Top of salt & pepper shaker O.K. But turn bottom to use more.
A Placebo pill. So start thinking what ever you want. Waitress gives them out.
At close of dance, couples form a circle and show dance steps. 5 minutes.
Clean top of canned goods, before opening.
Make your own music. Accompaniment. With bongos on fingers or pencil.
Supermarket carts with seats. Can rest and sample fruits. Enjoy.
Foot stool. Handy lift to give you balance.
Spray a stretcher on dance shoes, if tight during dance.
Bike stop rod should be bigger and heavier in case out of control.
On a bicycle, a small wheel at bottom of anchor. To prevent tilting.
Pancake House to decorate face, for children.
Baseball cap with ear flaps, in winter.
When turn on computer, the words you composed, remind you how lucky you are.
Your computer or T.V. music, should show couples dancing different steps.
Golf balls on curve of cane.
Sexual partners, for the first time, give instant HIV test.
Spiritual music at night, while senior is walking.
Drinking glass in restaurant, Margarita glass, for water with lemon.
Baseball cap, inside, tells you where you are parked, in mall or supermarket.

IDEAS
7023.
7024.
7025.
7026.
7027.
7028.
7029.
7030.
7031.
7032.
7033.
7034.
7035.
7036.
7037.
7038.
7039.
7040.
7041.
7042.
7"43.
. A.
7045.
7046.
7047.
7048.
7049.
7050.
7051.
7052.
7053.
7054.

J

NOVEMBER 15,2006

The rim of the wheel should be same color of car.
A design towel around neck of gymnast.
End of toilet roll in public places should blink red light. Also in office.
Woman' s sneakers. Shoe laces different colors, but blend.
Bicyclist or motorcycle rider carries sign on back, "I'm careful."
Spray all over plane, for stewardesses and pilots to knock out hijackers.
If one erring falls off, ladies, the other tingles.
Half-gallon ice cream has frozen fruits in center, like cherries, peaches, etc.
Finger gadget, flat around pinkie, to write clearer.
Learn to tilt hand to write clearer
Top of picture frame on wall. Decorate frame.
When baseball ends, those in bleachers stay there. Self-batters hit homers.
Stair treads with springs underneath.
Wear a yarmulke at night when walking. Spiritual uplift.
A permanent spot light in center of dance floor. Show your stuff, or watch.
Some trees in condo light up at night.
Double layer shirt pulls belly in, yet appears loose.
"We speak English only." You don' t have to listen to press one or two.
The box to carry out food in restaurant, sprayed with flavor.
Football fans in stands, can bet if pass or run?
Ankle bracket has metatarsal pad.
Steps on 50-story pole, each comer of building, slide down or step down.
After washing hands, towel rake sanitizes and cleans towel.
Shoe liquid softens leather if dancing makes them tight.
A 1" or 6" slide in garage door to see who's there.
How to stop growth of plants in patio?
Ifround hole in car window, no splatter, can this be patched?
On car roads sign says "keep your distance." For safety.
Carry your own extra weight for utensils if your have tremor. Restaurants.
After plunge toilet water, add kitchen cleanser into swirl to avoid ring.
Golf ball tees magnetized to hold ball better.
Grave site lights up, a breeze or fragrance which you encourage.

IDEAS NOVEMBER 21, 2006
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The caps on medicine bottles prolong life of medicine.\
Racks behind door, for hats, can extend width of trousers.
Thicken high heels for ladies foot wear. Can be removable.
A wet rubberized mat broom to scrub tile floor, no bending.
Cross one foot over troublesome knee, to ease pain.
A pleasant, proper scent for your pillow.
Mattress in your bed automatically air lifts in center, an inch or two.
Old lady in house if threatened by burglars, suicide threatens all.
If closed sandals, can open if too warm.
Try to sneeze or cough more often. Good for the heart.
Windows in bedroom should break cleanly, by chair, if fire.
The top of clipboard lights up writing pad.
Artificial flowers across top of living room ceiling.
A white metal or wood fence on top of Condo wall. Point. lProtection.
Negative dreams minimized, if temperature of bedroom is usual.
Single senior lady, if burglarized, points to fake camera. Cops on the way.
Go to bed with smile on your face. Pleasant dreams.
Bio-feedback. Can move blood to any painful area.
Ruffles on bed two colors. Can change appearance. Pink or white.
"If only." A song or poem about family life growing up .
Fat man w/large belly, wears heavy belt around crotch, shoulders & back.
Baseball crossword puzzle top left of T.V. screen, while watching game.
Pictures of radio personalities on radio while listening.
Ice cream cone. 2" or 3" higher in back. To secure ice cream.
Cell phone protection. For ears and nerves like baseball batter.
Pencil and paper inside man's cap.
Passengers in back of car shielded from impact by front seats popping up.
Ladies shirt collars for long hair to be tucked into. ~J.,.,-rA.. .
Teenage children learn about red and amber lights in toy car.
Toilet seat lifts 3" or 4" in back, tilting you forward for B.M.
Instead of button on top of cap, see baseball, football, or basketball.

IDEAS NOVEMBER 28, 2006
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How to improve paper clips? Hand stapler? Two clips in one.
Tear off top of paper drinking cup. Then you have another drinking top.
Paper cup with flap to prevent spilling. Flap can be lifted off
Buy two opposing political paperbacks. Book store staples or glues together.
Deck of cards, w/Senior Moments cartoons on other side.
Ring on fingers - magnetic - to stop tremor?
If you feel depressed, start worrying about your backaches, ankles, knees.
Can fire be eliminated in home? Not spread. Crash the fire, asbestos, from ceiling.
Each ceiling contains anti-fire pellets.
Tropical fish plaques embedded in tile floor of bathroom.
A tissue box for cuts that bleed. Bandages, ointment, everything.
Picture of loved one on wall smiles back at you, or appears to.
A wall clasp near your favorite kitchen chair to help you up and down.
Stretch waist or color of medium to large shirts. Stretcher hanger, material.
Grouts on tile floor, change color every 4th piece - square.
Seniors, when you can't remember names, put hands on certain part of head.
Eat sweet potatoes , baked, like popsicle.
When on knees cleaning house, have device in front of you to lift yourself up.
Bigger, stronger bra strap in back of ladies to feel fatter, more meat, dancing.
If bra strap keeps slipping off dancing, join straps over cleavage, decorated.
Shredder fits into paper waste basket.
A steel wire fence, ifbroken thru by a speeding car, wraps itself around car. Like netting.
The hour stem on clock or wrist watch shows up red.
Play dice on the internet. Press a button on keyboard and dice rolls.
A thumb sharpener which makes pencil point sharper.
Tuck women long hair under shirt or jacket. New look in minutes.
Circle both palms when ballroom dancing.
Sun City dances, five minutes only, show couples new steps.
A musical sound from edge ofkeyboard with pencil
Money near shower head or toilet, collect$$$ every time it's good.
Pinkie finger picks your nose.

i
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IDEAS DECEMBER 6, 2006
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7145.
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Plenty of illustrations to put together new gadgets. Also on internet, illustrated.
A jewel on paper clip. More important, personal, eye catching.
A vertical staples.
Necklace on top of home plant.
Feminine chains or jewels on ladies sneakers, shoe laces.
Arch on ladies eyebrows, with jewel glued on.
Decorated chain on ladies zipper (clothing).
Total nudity: no more bikini. Necklace around breasts and crotch only.
Gratitude for good living. Place a $1. on electric fan after pleasant evening.
Keep yourself cooVwarm if in large crowd. Kept in pocket, belt, purse. Like radio.
Cigarette bin wlbutts. Sign overhead says "UGH. Who will take care of you?"
Middle of fork bent in like spoon. To pick up peas, beans, etc. without falling off.
Jeans tom in middle at knees, can be covered (buttoned) if looks too haggard.
Small owl on outside door bell, to ring.
Double size mouse trap. Can see both trapped, dead.
Hang up shirt w/pants with ties.
Or two shirts hung together w/one pants, two ties.
Tape around electric plug to pull out easier. Also printed where wire goes.
Two front pages above newspaper fold. Yz size page. Int'l., State, local. Stapled?
Towel ring in bathroom eliminates dirt. Heated. Spray soap on towel.
Deceased ashes offer a fragrant odor.
Nurse in room with doctor. Has laptop. Gives review of visit to patient.
Wrinkles on seniors face, can be removed by adhesive tape around ears. Lift cheeks.
Deceased ashes placed on survivors lips before sleep.
Automatic breakfast stirrer. Oatmeal, farina. Save five minutes.
Backpack to carry sandwiches, dessert to mall for family of four.
Cover kitchen sink faucet at night. Chemicals inside cloth polishes at a.m.
If garage door open at night, red light shines in kitchen.
Terrorists, all cars in major Iraq roads must have lights on. Stop, search, show face.
Small paperback attached to hard cover book, for different ending.
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DECEMBER 12,2006

Tall buildings in city give off moisture, form clouds, for rain.
Stick a pencil/pin in car hole or dent. Then pull out to straighten damage.
Can car windows turn dark when you leave?
Emergence start for all cars, which stall.
Ladies fancy shoes or boots can be pointed or rounded, square.
If prone to farting, certain underwear will absorb smell.
Restaurant with tile floor for dancing, 2:00 to 4:00, 6:00 to 8:00p.m.
Have a one inch dark color around toilet ring. Permanent.
Red numerals on piano keys to learn faster.
A magazine/novel. Has ads throughout but only one story to read.
"Relieve back and foot problems." Sign at mall store. Show film.
A folding chair. Decorative. Hang on wall for seat/stool. Picture on back of seat.
Rim of hub cap rimmed with 1" solid plastic/nylon in case of flat. Get moving.
Narrow, small coffee cup handles. One for finger, the other for thumb.
Save tea bag after use. Save another. Can make new cup of tea.
Up side down hot dog & bun in toaster. Both warm and shriveled.
A scratch board. Against wall in home. Back rub. Comforting.
Whistle while you walk.
Duplicate wedding ring on other hand, same finger.
Professional sex therapists. Nude and dance at senior nursing home. No touching.
Stretchable wrist band over knuckles to reduce tremor drinking cups.
Reward new ideas to merchant, protecting myselflegally.
Go Chinese merchant. They may welcome new ideas and produce them.
Sterile toothpick/dispenser. Pick teeth, clean teeth with tongue.
Carrot, whole, soften in water/microwave. To eat whole, in hand.
Flavored toothpicks to leave pleasant taste in mouth.
Make snacks of chocolate pudding and good food in ice cube tray.
Prongs in toaster raise and slides hot sandwich onto plate.
Small seoop to pick up crumbs and drippings in bottom of toaster.

DECEMBER 19, 2006
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Performers on stage (bebop) should wear same sn;i_ckers.
E-Mail joke of the night. Jay Leno, David. Subscribe to you. Send to friends.
Driver puts one ear plug in one ear. Not to be distracted.
You (thinking) can provide better ideas than selling on hooks.
Wine given out free with each dinner. Not in cup. In small capsule.
Steaks start soft, eatable or gravy helps. Can always send back to kitchen.
Resting your little finger on table steadies yom hand.
Hold close to pencil point.
Handle in middle of spoon. Helps steadies hand.
Basketball pl~x,~rs tighten shoe laces for quick moves.
Spare rib griPfis on each side ofbone.
Paper cups should have lid to prevent spills.
Use pinkie to pick nose. Think.
Cloth business card. Thin on top of paper. Name printed on cloth.
Decorated bra strap on top of cleavage.
Concave fork just after prongs, to hold beans, com, peas, etc.
Heavier, dead ball in billiards to avoid kisses.
Sign held up by disabled motorist: need cell phone.
A bracelet w/smalljewels surrounding it. A 112" away.
A shoe stretcher at eve~Sun City dance.
A Divorce magazine.
Socks in slippers (home) pull up anytime.
Magnetic thin socks worn over thick diabetic socks.
Overhead fan can tilt in your direction.
Put McDonald' s hamburgers in bowl, then add soup
Head of screw, rod down center, can make screw thicker or thinner.
Shower bathing seat, to hold soap.
Shower bathing seat able to tum. You get shower front and back.
Wash your towel while taking warm shower, on rack.
Shower bathing seat has foot bath at bottom. For soap & soothing feet.
A spray to lubricate vaginal area before and during love making.
A shirt pocket for check book, in shirt pocket.
Two pockets in jeans back pocket. Zipper inside. Hankie on top.

FEBRUARY 1, 2007
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7234.
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A larger paint brush can be split in two or three for smaller use.
Body brush when taking shower, keeps vibrating, tingling back
Metal band that holds $$$ in pocket, also holds toothpicks, whatever.
Billiard cap worn by players. Three colored balls atop.
"Weird" department in hardware. Pamphlet items.
Wheel chair, you can stand up. Back wheels help you walk.
Base of trunk, right where limbs start, decorated.
Larger wheels on all comfort chairs, easier on carpet.
Eat w/all fingers in middle of spoon, fork, knife. Less tremor.
Step on platform back of Walker. No tennis balls. Glide w/one foot
Walker can be narrower in supermarket.
Black bow ties given out at Sun City dance. New look.
Breaking window in car to steal it, only secures locks more.
Park in the same place at mall/supermarket. Far away.
Soft slippers, wet, clean tile floor in kitchen.
Teach children seat belts as a toy. Also, amber & red lights.
Go into Sun City clubs, watch them for 2 or 3 hours, give ideas.
Cloths hanger for hat & jacket, the stem sits in flower bed.
In newspaper press room, a bell should ring when paper stock near end.
Stretchable paper for classified reading.
Bicycle wheel at bottom of stand.
Silly putty at top of pencil to enlarge classified ads.
Two column ads at top of right hand page, page after page.
Corrections on original copy are stapled, then blue staple, than red staple, end.
Color page numbers in red. Persuade ads to be in two color.
Don' t throw away extra copies of paper. Give them to supermarkets, free, dated.
Back supports around crotch. Maybe also tightening ass, around shoulders.
Slick, 4 color magazines, can be read and enjoyed years later.
Wrist band designed to make more noise for clapping at show.

FEBRUARY 7, 2007
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Golf tee. Two or three times thicker, angle forward to hit ball longer.
A wise man or woman. One visit. In Sun City. Offers solution to problems.
Tire rim over hubcap rim. Should be cushiony to ride over flat.
Plastic covers over all your dishes for frig. Leftovers.
Drinking glass coaster. Glass of water sits in, rubbing prongs hold it up. No spills.
Block off public streets in Iraq. No suicide bombers in cars. Kills only himself
A paper clip to use as screw driver. Phillips also. Use pencil for holder.
Put artificial mat, three or four feet thick, horizontal on patio wall.
Do something playing billiards if ball is against rail.
Fat from chopped meat can be squeezed while still in sellable package.
Chop large Hershey bar in pieces. Put in ice cube tray. Add flavor to your water drink.
No bikini. Lower bathing suit for ladies but more material around thighs.
Belt hanger. 5 or 6 hooks around normal wooden hanger.
Clip on larger pen which can become a pencil. Removable.
Women wear vibrating item to alert nearby danger.
Seat in chiropractors chair in your home to adjust yourself, neck.
Different heels for ladies shoe rack.
Two wheels, 6" apart in back of bicycle, for seniors.
Shape of soap to fit between toes, then put sox on for sleep.
An additional shade cover over large lamp shade made floral, decorative.
Braided stair treads over edge of steps.
Bottom oflarge lamp shade can be darkened. Light should not hit eyes.
Braided mats outside door. Angled atop door, Keeps draft out. New message.
Stretchable foot stool, the legs stretch further apart to reach more.
Penney bucks special packet for coffee cups at home.
Train a dog to know path for food, sleep, door, treats, window.
Man' s back pocket. Zipper halfway down, inside. Two halves to pocket.
Man's belt clips onto hooks of pants. To stretch.
Double seat belt, both shoulders. One clip-on to provide this.
Two canes for seniors.
Men's shirt pocket made very important and sturdy.
Ladies bow on shoes different colors.
Plug the slower drain to allow soap to sooth bottom of feet
Cushiony in slippers or shoes in favorite chair for relaxing comfort.

FEBRUARY 13, 2007
7272.
7273.
7274.
7275.
7276.
7277.
7278.
7279.
7280.
7281 .
7282.
7283.
7284.
7285.
7286.
7287.
7288.
7289.
7290.
7291.
7292.
7293.
7294.
7295.
7296.
7297.

Lady guest in the house. If she wants to have fun, she picks out a toilet paper roll, cute.
Plunger gets you up, if kneeling, seniors cleaning floor.
Portable tattoos press on ladies thighs, wherever, removable.
Weigh your purse before you leave home. For comfort.
Purse with clasp around shoulder besides lengthy shoulder strap.
Ledge on each side of door to lower or raise keep draft out. Rubber stripping.
Long cherry or chocolate stick as elongated coffee stirrer. Eat.
Steam comes from ceiling when taking hot shower.
Men's underwear, ladies panties automatically cleansed from urine stains.
Doggie door makes hoot sound, going in and out.
One small metal lid can be turned and can be expanded to fit larger pots.
Can make a new tile kitchen floor pattern w/darker colors. Less floor cleaning.
A small angled tile behind sink in kitchen wall can be replaced attractively.
To keep toilet rim clean, three levels of water, different positions.
Don't stand in front of microwave, stand behind door. Reach in.
Small knobs under the shower mat when flipped soothes bottom of feet.
Coasters for glasses of water or wine, w/metal edges to keep from spilling.
Color switches to indicate use.
On/off switch in car to keep water cool and coffee hot.
Frames in trunk to keep things orderly.
A sling w/door key on knob inside door, so you won't go out without a house key.
One mattress thicker than other yet incorporated as one. Can keep switching.
Place at shower head, a soapy dispenser. You get soapy all over. Or plain water.
"None". Words around ladies necklace. Available. No getting any!
What to do while you are working? You can think creatively, improve your lot.
Floor fence around outside pool, raises when adults leave.

FEBRUARY 20,2007
7298.
7299.
7300.
7301.
7302.
7303.
7304.
7305.
7306.
7307.
7308.
7309.
7310.
7311.
7312.
7313.
7314.
7315.
7316.
7317.
7318.
7319.
7320.
7321.
7322.
7323.
7324.
7325.

A skylight in kitchen or living room, could have religious figure looking down.
Office chair w/5 wheels, the seat should extend or retract.
Top oflamp shade could be made into a tree top.
No squares for kitchen tiles. Could be diamond-shape, colored, whatever.
Maple wood floor in home can be decorated wlblack panels or design in middle.
"I don't want a Mexican laborer helping in my house. He might be illegal."
A window which attracts dust and dirt over the years, human shaped basic design.
Make a big saguaro in front of house a comic feature. Face, arms, cap, arm angled up.
While on treadmill, a vibrating belt around waist, to remove fat.
Women's long hair down the neck in front of cleavage. Decorative pin.
A cherry on top of sundae is a spoon. Keep giving you cherry taste as you eat.
Once a year visit to medical administrator. No charge.
Saguaro needles sticking out of metal gates.
Double set of kitchen window blinds. To enhance the beauty. Looking out.
Family photo shoe box for old pictures, decorated, revered.
Condo handyman available for maintenance at very low price.
Design over stove under drawers in case of fire release foam.
Head, facial massage given in doctors waiting room, while waiting.
Landscaping gardener takes picture now. Minutes later shows new layout.
Another storage layout over car in garage. Avoiding garage door mechanism.
Magnetic pattern on outside of ladies slippers. Also on inside.
If cannot finish steak in restaurant, chop it up to finish at home.
Red, amber round lights back of your car. Then American flag before red.
Only one way a child can get to your pool. A narrow, gated walking, locked path.
Smaller shaft of putter to get into hole. Half the length.
Ladies apply lipstick to tongue, for tastier kissing.
A eight foot single or ten foot cushion on side garage door, to prevent hitting.
Color only small part of hub cap, same color as car.

-
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FEBRUARY 27,2007
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7326_ A foot .test under small table_
7327. Tires visually look O.K. 3" or 4" to hub cap.
7328. Half-size cigarettes sold in pack.
7329. Picture taken of everyone ringing your front door bell.
7330. To get away from near-naked bikini, tassels suspended from sides.
7331. Toilet bowl fills three different levels to avoid ring.
7332. Mattress indented where arms and shoulders rest. Can void indention w/ann.
7333. Cell phones around the head. Speaker in front of mouth.
7334. Flower pot, artificial, for coat rake, hang coat, cap, scarf, etc.
7335. McDonald's, Burger King glass window to see how fat is removed.
7336. Gate for dogs locked in. Has familiar smell to stop barking.
7337. Twist hospital bed, by patient, tbr difl"erent sleep positions.
7338. Walkers gadget in supennarket could be made narrower.
7339. Ladies hand bag fastens around annpit first. Big clasp.
7340. In plastic coffee cup, a line near the top telling you not to fill over.
7341. Just as a bomb is about to explode, under a tank, it can be defused in split second. 7342. Wear soapy slippers·in·sh'owerto sooth your f-eet Set aside for next time.
7343. Quickly clip binoculars onto eye glasses. Extra grip.
7344. Put "whistle gadget" in mouth to whistle while walking.
7345. Two rubber bands held together for different grips.
7346. Seat belt cut or collapses, if in crash.
734 7 _ A small glass-over a hole in top of closed window, can open to talk
7348. Dark sun glasses over ladies ears and make a attractive hairdo in back.
7349. Money clip in men's pocket, has a chained car key.
7350. Racking leaves into a basket on ann. Don't have to bend over.
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MARCH 6, 2007
7351.
7352.
7353.
7354.
7355.
7356.
7357.
.. 7358.
7359.
7360.
7361.
7362.
7363.
7364.
7365.
7366.
73'67.
7368.
7369.
7370.
- · 7371 .
7372.
7373.
7374.
7375.

Sell 1-" cheese f.or elongated cmcker keepers. T1.vo pur.chases.
Black or white sweet cookies. Not round. Shaped to fit in spoon, dip in coffee or tea.
Two thin knee supports. Held together. One on top & the other below the knee bone.
Sports cap ear band, also goes around the neck to keep you warmer.
Ladies bra that can show more of breast, thru cloth, if she wants to.
Alternate colors of grout on kitchen floor. Spray.
Turn white inside-out sox fur different feel and look the next day .
Magnifier under watch. Can be removed. For reading small labels.
Extra shirt pocket for pencil and paper.
Boxed cards, either birthday or sympathy, 5-10 pages, pulled out or left in.
Threaten not to do business with them ifl hear Spanish, away from desk or at a meeting.
Extra glass, extra larger bulb around the one that burned out. Can have 2lights in one.
Top of medicine vial tell you yes or no. Push no, or yes.
Thin flowers atop vase. If hardly touching, they are friends. If kissing, lovers.
Red street light shows Walker, who may be slow crossing street.
Your hankie crumbles in one end, to pick your nose.
Special fabric, men and women underwear cleans urine stain.
Half the length putter, to hit the golf ball into hole easier.
All sales, even on a hook at Walgreen's has a internet number, to illustrate assembly.
Pain-killing stone. Immersed in Ben Gay but proceed into area where pain hurts.
Pay a extra .25c or .50c in supermarket cart with calculator.
Over the centuries, why do so many ships sink? With so many victims?
In a Mall, quick massage to relieve pain tension
Also in a Mall, go to top observation point overlooking neighborhood.
Musical stick, like pencil, keeps time and sound of music.

IDEAS - MARCH 13, 2007

,yo

7376.
7377.
7378.
7379.
7380.
73 81 .
7382.
7383.
7384.
7385.
7386.
7387.
7388.
7389.
7390.
7391 .
7392.
7393.
7394.
7395.
7396.
7397.
7398.
7399.
7400.

Instead of press 1 for English, press 2 for Spanish, English voice says 123 for Spanish.
Write poem when "they" are away from a desk or at a meeting. Annoyance.
Have lunch in local restaurant. Room for dancing in back. Remove shoes if carpeting.
Special demonstrations at Best Buy, Circuit City for learners to adapt to equipment.
Small, round mirror in middle of men' s cap, to check hairdo.
Scratch pad to remove minor scratches if car is hit.
Only you know spot to press on outside of car to open door if locked out.
Soap in small pieces, various, to fit in socks when sleeping, do away w/leg cramps.
List of prayers near bed. Press 1 of 30 or so, for your religious comfort.
Ladies grey hair shampoo, streaked with black hair.
Toe-nail pad. Made of soap. Slips between toes before putting on socks.
Steering wheel cover in summer. You put candies, cookies underneath.
Ladies panties hold small pocket for credit cards, money, J.D.
Instead ofladies purse hanging from shoulder, fasten it first to the shoulder.
Carry 2 purses by hand or over shoulder. Fastened together. One smaller than other.
A sleep spray. Perfumed, yet contains Advi120 for sleep.
A special screw can be thin, pressed by screw driver to be fatter.
Two emery boards fastened on top for strength, yet can be taken apart.
Velcro instead of buttons on waist of men's pants.
Clear American Flag Velcro to patch tear.
Ladies head band made of jewelry.
A deck of cards called Senior Moments, cartoons in front or back. Yet, see numerals.
Something in Microwave to soften frozen ice cream.
Tweezer set. Different sizes.
Prunes and raisins in cooked cereal. Microwave before.
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IDEAS ...

7401.
7402.
7403.
7 404.
7405.
7406.
7407.
7408.
7409.
7410.
7411.
7412.
7413.
7414.
7415.
7416.
7417.
7418.
7419.
7420.
7421.
7422.
7423.
7424.
7425.
7426.
7427.
7428.

MARCH 20, 2007

Light switch press down a notch. To make bulb dimmer, when it blows out.
Outside Condo lights get dim, not completely blacked out.
Clumps oflettuce, after washed, stick together for knife. Not loose, taken too much space.
Soften apple in Microwave, before eating with breakfast.
Velcro instead of buttons on top of men's pants.
Romani tells dancers in advance there will be a few "freezes", girls wiggle, etc.
Why knee-high for stockings? Why not over the knees to relieve pain?
Two rings bound together in 2 close fingers. Wedding rings? Small chain.
Catch 5 errors in your newspaper on one page, get five copies free.
Eliminate writing or printing on 8 'h x 11" envelope. To be used again. Like new.
Four small wheels under car, lowered by switches, to raise flat tires to get going.
Tire inside a tire, in case of flat. Not to rub against rim. For bikers also.
Half size wood stretcher for shoes. Push into shoe, turn knob to extend shoes.
Order full meal in restaurant, but half is delivered first. Then second half to eat or take out.
Use emery board to thicken fountain pen to write slower and thicker.
Tissues available when driver picks his nose, bleeds and does not panic.
Men's sideburns shaped better and darker. For seniors, before going out. Washed out.
Ladies long hair curls under, then above the ears.
Three levels in wine/ whiskey glass The wine settles then whiskey, then soda,.no stirring..
Plastic white cover over round table outside. Blue or red to change underneath.
The cover of butter has small flap to use like knife or fork.
Man's pants, regular or sporty or every day, has a design on back pocket.
Make a pencil shaped like a golf tee.
On Tee-shirt; "Everything paid for, even my funeral".
If T.V. program bad tum off screen and you can listen to Sinatra, Goodman, etc.
Leather won't close unless everything is back in place.
Woman's naked body on a alarm clock. You handle it when you wake up.

IDEAS
7428.
7429.
- 7430.
7431.
.... 7432.
7433.
7434.
7435.
7436.
7437.
7438.
7439.
7440.
7441.
7442.
7443.
7444.
7445.
7446.
7447.
7448.
7449.
7450.
7451.
7452.
7453.
7454.
7455.
7456.
7457.
7458.
7459.
7460.

MARCH 27, 2007

Ladies nylons which show between short pants and shoes, should have design.
Seating pillow can be raised or lowered by hand pump. For comfort, position.
Small amount of food waste from outside table dumped into nearby plants. Mulch?
Stretch or elongated toe area in shoes. Y2 only. Stuffing can be twisted.
Shiny ball to catch and bounce while walking at night. Exercise if have to pick up. Traffic.
Handyman's closet with misc. items. The shelf moves forward.
Heat whole, fresh eggs in microwave. Start 30 seconds, 1 minute for hard boiled eggs.
Make your own candies: chocolate, nuts and flavoring in microware.
Handle of scissors also cuts heavy duty, along with front scissors.
Pointed plates in center for microwave 2 or 3 "high. Put on meat, fish, potatoes. Diff. taste.
Softly, the alarm wakes you to music, get up ten minutes later, time to end bad dream.
Necklace with two side designs, each side on exposed skin.
Turn pendent on necklace around for new 1" look.
Decorate larger shades in living room with portable designs.
Whipped potatoes with green peas, string beans, com. A treat with main dish.
Face of cards show Senior Moments cartoon. Numerals tells cards.
Top of cane extends to four grippers when needed.
Cane extends under arm pits to remain rigid when invalid has to stand.
When invalid steps off curb, back seat of car provides slant board to step onto.
Not for kids only, pajamas extend to feet like socks to step into.
Men's briefs. Inside to hold up balls. May supply more energy?
.
Screw eraser up, if it's over worn on pencil.
Velcro grip to eliminate noise by putting duct tape on material in-between.
Red, white and blue purse.
Add gadget to rabbit ears of cheap T.V., to get better reception. Anything.
Two rolls of toilet paper pulled together at one time, next to toilet. One is thicker.
Toilet safety rails for senior around toilet, can raise or lower to get up.
Hold elbows tight against body at home table to lift glass of water or spoon for tremor.
Turn light drinking cup in palm of hand to reduce tremor.
Counter stool, as you step up, back seat can lift to hold on to.
Artificial bird moving it's wings on a plant in living room.
Special knife-saw to remove bone and fat around steak in restaurant.
Velcro in good proportion of handkerchief to either blow nose or clean face.

IDEAS APRIL 7, 2007

7461.
7462.
7463.
7464.
7465.
7466.
7467.
7468.
7469.
7470.
7471.
7472.
7473.
74 74.
7475.
7476.
7477.
7478.
7479.
7480.
7481.
7482.
7483.
7484.
7485.
7486.

Cell phone attached to wrist watch, on wrist.
Knife to protect yourself on lantern, as you are looking around.
Numeral, large, to make sure you take full amount of medicine.
A ruler in back of front seats, to measure height of tire inflation.
Instead of cane for handicapped dancer his back is leveled to become a chair.
Weighted fountain pen easier to write with, if tremor.
Heavy duty skin tight gloves, strong on fingers for gardening.
Brakes apply automatically if object in way as backing up.
Loose button on shirt pressed by good button on shirt, needle tightens.
A six" pillow which crunches down slowly to height you want.
Strawberry kissing.
Sports emblem on back pocket of classy trousers.
Larger flag in front of home /business, has weighted sewing on bottom/no flap.
Street lamp gives off scent to keep tree flowers away.
Vibrating foot brushes, bottom of feet in warm water. In bath?
Two-tiered tabled cloth. Longer one as a lap clover.
Five-wheel desk chair has airplane wings to raise or lower chair.
Forest fires could be eliminated when made into a circle.
Fork prongs in back of spoon.
Measuring lines around plastic milk container.
If youthful boy or girl wonders off, or kidnapped shoe laces can track.
Classified ads, to protect seller, should say,1, a week later 2, to check answers.
Musician announces to dancers he is going to pull plug for a pause.
Only you know where to press on car, before you use key/ignition.
Extra fume pips back of car to dispel fumes even more.
A strawberry tea bag.

IDEAS APRIL 17,2007
7487.
7488.
7489.
7490.
7491.
7492.
7493.
7494.
7495.
7496.
7497.
7498.
7499.
7500.
7501.
7502.
7503.
7504.
7505.
7506.
7507.
7508.
7509.
7510.
7511.
7512.
7513.
7514.

Fountain pen cap with flowers.
Fountain pen point be able to be thin, medium or thicker.
Venetian blinds in kitchen and living room windows has soft cushion at bottom.
A front door colorful wreath. Printed inside is love and welcome into the household.
Dashboard in new cars are dull or grayish add push buttons in re, blue, green for info.
Play a game of dice on computer. You roll, lose nothing. You win, misc. prizes.
A dense spray foam-like around house in forest/to keep fire away. Smother flames.
A clicker with numbers 1 to 4 to adjust back support.
Cap rotates easily while watching T.V. at night and avoiding light from side of face.
Wrap around thigh for heavy women. The tension slowly works to reduce fat.
Cushioned pillow. For sleep. Pleasant aroma.
A second front wheel on three-wheel jet, in case one collapses.
Instead of open shirt for men, ties, top button holds floral design from collars, under.
When sitting and want to get up, your knees ache. Try getting up heels first.
Bottom of toilet plunger gets dirty and wont fall solidly. Keep it clean/solid clasp.
Punch hole in leather of shoe, if you have bunions.
Cuff on senior men's pants, to help to get socks on.
Different color tassels on loafers for ladies, coordinate with outfit.
Sun City dance clubs can use wooden stretcher for second pair of shoes.
Lower tightness around men's socks.
Slow, circulating dog dish. Turns slowly. Exciting for dogs to get food.
As you make several trips in your car per day, notes fit on visor.
On men's pants zipper goes all the way up, no button.
Clip ring around fingers. Not fully round. Can add unusual design to make round.
Restaurant or home, have flowers each side of woman, make them prettier.
Each night before sleep, a harmonious (religious) message appears on your mirror.
Sides oflarge window trellis lined with color.
Two handles on each side of soup bowl.

IDEAS APRIL 25, 2007

7515.
7516.
7517.
7518.
7519.
7520.
7521 .
7522.
7523.
7524.
7525.
7526.
7527.
7528.
7529.
7530.
7531.
7532.
7533.
7534.
7535.
7536.
7537.

Elderly seniors in travel chair, can stand on foot rest & elevate him. Can lower him.
Hard plastic cover over open toes. Can see red colored nails, not hurt stepped on.
Two Velcro straps opposite way. Men's shoes can pull up and tighten.
For ladies short pants which show socks and sandals, wear two different color socks.
Adjustable strap around back of shoe heel for tightening or loosening.
Men' s dancing shoes made of elastic and spandex, which stretches.
Bra for ladies covered with material, but feels like skin.
Extra pillows on top of traditional pillows, decorating wall and bed.
Talking pictures from frames of Father and Mother in Yiddish.
Men' s open collars. No ties can be decorated.
Senior's 4-legged walkers can be condensed in tight areas. Like 2 canes.
Single cane has vertical slide, if have to step down. Wider grip.
Thick, heavy cushion in wheel chair, has thick back also, to support your standing up.
Ladies tight crotched underwear. Gives off awful smell if threatened.
Spring-up from toilet seat, if too strenuous to use knees.
Can lift wheel chair, alone over curb. Foot rest becomes stand, wheel tilts back.
If having a bad dream, mind transmits to music next to bed. Wakes you pleasantly.
Psycho-therapist while on Internet talking to patient. Gives him copy.
A cover over paper cup of coffee. Slips into cup. · Press down. Prevents spills. Flat.
Fattened calves of compression socks, up to knees, if skinny legs.
Second-level of walker tray in cafeteria has side underneath for more food.
Whatever your predicament, keep trying new ways, gadgets to help yourself.
Gorgeous ladies legs hanging from car visor. Fragrant.
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IDEAS MAY 1, 2007

7538.
7539.
7540.
7541.
7542.
7543.
7544.
7545 .
7546.
7547.
7548.
7549.
7550.
7551 .
7552.
7553.
7554.
7555.
7556.
7557.
7558.
7559.
7560.
7561.
7562.
7563.
7564.
7565.
7566.

Urine dispenser when you're in bed and have to go in a hurry, clips on side.
Velcro over casual canvas shoes for women, split in half, both ways.
Small supermarket basket ties around your waist, your hands are free.
A condom 3-5" in middle. Thicker.
Have fun in crowded elevator. Fart, loud, no smell and start laughing.
Air conditioned cushioned seat for back support.
A folding, soft, flexible cane for impaired dancer on S.C. dances.
Checks on lady blossoming out for more beauty.
Make pointed paper cup next to water fountain, twisting it for more drink.
To understand lyrics for today's singers, have lyrics printed on bottom of screen.
The fumes from the cars ahead of you should contribute to gas mileage.
Flowers should blossom once a year (in Spring) at a cemetery grave or niche.
Lyrics should be also on the Internet, when good music is played.
Taller grass around cemetery plot. Surrounding. Colorful.
"Smart Driver" decal back of car.
"Senior Moments" on my golf cart.
Younger women's long hair extends above cleavage for a suggestive look.
Remove old, used tile. Chop out. Add new design. new look
Fumes from very large truck extend, not at end but in center. Don't affect atmosphere.
Different color stone over graves.
Artist creates original look for new grave.
Ladder can be flattened to the height you want.
Large plastic holder for batteries, when empty can be made use of.
Rod w/two extensions fits on each side of window, for cleaning.
Twist and bend limbs which extend straight out of trees. No cutting.
A Flag Tree. Small, shaped every month. Red, White and blue floral, artificial.
Muffled sound in your kitchen. Avoid loud radio, T.V. and talking. Soothes neighbors.
When seniors get up in A.M., a round bubbly soften walk to bathroom.
A round sweeper, sponge for tile, wood floors. Shaped floral. Rod fits in center.

IDEAS MAY 8, 2007
7567. Breakfast burger - two soft boiled eggs atop & bottom of burger in sandwich.
7568. Small 6" round egg pizza. Sunnyside eggs with Italian ingredients.
7569. Firm dental porcelain at bottom of all teeth. Stays in place/food cannot
7570.

7571.
7572.
7573.
7574,
7575.
.... 7576.
7577.
7578.
7579.
7580.
7581.
7582.
7583.
7584.

7585.
7586.
7587.
7588.
7589.
7590'.
7591.
7592.

7593.

penetrate.
Larger bikini, white, 2 or 3 inches above regular smaller bikini.
Decorated pillows for sofas on the floor, in addilion ...
Misty spray from atop beautiful, full tree. Cools area walking at night in
summer.
Lift pack over pile of rubbish in patio. Suction at bottom of pad/ scoops up
everything.
Smail toothbrush, that. fits in a tube, used after a meat. In .p urse.
For American flag, more weight at bottom to prevent wind tear.
In baseball game, music, the play is finished then announcer replays it all.
Flowers, artificial, from door hinges, which are always open.
A floral hanging basket, lit up during Xmas atop of trees.
Date leftover meals which remain in fridge.
A side dish of almonds, cherries, strawberries, along ice cream dish.
Two floral vases in front of your female partner during dinner.
Fountain pens thin, medium or thick at point.
Half circle emery board clips on pencil or pen.
Eraser onpencil has small point for dots and commas.
A fowrtain ca}J' can become a flower, small, wear in shirt pocket.
Foot and brake pedal in car, the accelerator further apart in car.
Colorful bottom of venation blinds for design and warmth.
Wreaths on front door to greet newcomers with words of friendship.
When you wake up, pick up a good luck charm. One that works all day.
Pick the 5 most popular songs today in AmeriL-a. ·Cundu{.,-t a ·poHihowmany
understand.
No matter how bad the day goes, when you go to sleep and your mind is
happy, stay there.
If baseball pitcher hits any batter two times he is ejected from the game.
Electric light bulb, the $rew5 ar-e twisted t& loot looger.

IDEAS - MAY 15,2007

7594.
7595.
7596.
7597.
7598.
7599.
7600.
7601.
7602.
7603.
7604.
7605.
7606.
7607.
"" 7608.
.... 7609.
7610.
7611.
7612.
7613.
7614.
7615.
7616.

When your feet hurt, put on oldest shoes or snickers.
Women's high heels, if the point extends too far, push it in closer to toes.
A children' s swing, with another seat higher up.
As car door is fully opened, your seat turns and grab hand rail over head.
A pliable petition which bends between brake and gas pedals.
If you don't close front door lock, a slide drops to secure door.
If senior homemaker is deaf, when the door or telephone rings, red lights go on.
Small brake left of original, even if left foot touches accelerator slightly, still brakes.
The water in toilet rises to different level. Foam forms before flushing. Cleaner.
To activate loud siren, button near light switch to alert neighbors.
Rubber door stop on door, to resist intruder/rubber like shoe presses down.
"Welcome Inn" mat at front door shows men's shoes or ladies high heels.
Final car wash with new chemical added, to prevent dirt after a rain.
Steaks shaped like sausage for diner plate.
Frames of loved-ones light up at night.
Whipped white and sweet potatoes together.
Small inflatable tires, front or back, in emergency. Around rim.
Long sleeve winter jacket, with pockets inside sleeves.
Blanket attached to inside of arm of chair to cover for warmth.
The comers of grout of tile, could change color 2". New look.
A hankie stiffed and folded in one comer to pick your nose.
For two beds side by side, seniors alternate with foam cushion on one side.
The rim of table lamp angled inward to reduce glare.

IDEAS - MAY 23, 2007

7617. Before getting a ticket, the camera shows you Fast. Have a warning sign a few miles
ahead.
7618. Big trucks traveling Interstate highways. Offer car driver a lift. No gas.
7619. If you can't get a business person on the phone, ask for their cell phone number.
7620. A video on dashboard to show how to fix what went wrong.
7621. To prevent truck from tumbling over, rods on top or side tilt to support upright.
7622. Big truck can be reduced in size. Folded up (slide into smaller size).
7623. Big truck driver, when backing up, sits on dash & directs truck forward.
7624. If fall asleep, hands loosen on wheel and horn blasts.
7625. Telescope view for truck driver to see what is holding up traffic.
7626. If car passes truck on Interstate rear lettering should show MPH
7627. Truck should stay on left side of road at proper speed. Controlling traffic.
7628. Kick-step stool can rotate top or sides elevate stool.
7629. Small scissor inside of roll of tape, to slice.
7630. Spin cycle, black, 6" to 8" round wet & let it rotate on broom for kitchen tile.
7631. Seat belts for dogs or kids in back of PU, going along for a ride. Back is wide open.
7632. Steel awnings lower in back ofPU in case of rain, tighten everything down.
7633. Can adjust brake pedal for men to widen because of shoes.
7634. Avoid slippery sneakers in car on brakes.
7635. A gun holster in mid-seats of car for emergency.
7636. A cell phone in mid-seats in care of emergency.
.... 7637. Toothbrush w/bristles on other side of brush.
7638. Suction-rubber piece to place atop of portable radio to control sounds.
7639. White fence around garden, curved downward.
7640. Humor at graveside. Illustrated on stone.
7641. Dancing shoes for men extended longer as they dance.
7642. In Condo growth for grass, cover sprinkler. Prevent unwanted growth.
7643. When you ring front bell, it's shaped like an owl, sort of warning.
7644. Cook two pastas on top of one another. When sliced, one on top of other.

IDEAS - MAY 29, 2007

7645.
7646.
7647.
7648.
7649.
7650.
7651.
7652.
7653.
7654.
7655.
7656.
7657.
7658.
7659.
7660.
7661.
7662.
7663.
7664.
7665.
7666.
7667.
7668.
7669.
7670.
7671 .
7672.
7673.

On highway road, if two cars carelessly are about to touch, a hom or siren sounds.
A bowl of pizza juice w/order. To dip pizza into. Extra flavor.
Blanket and bed sheet clipped together. After sleep.
When you open outside gate to patio, your hand crosses head of Cross.
Ribbed balloons shaped together like rainbow.
No underpants for men's underwear. Just sleeveless top.
A dog-looking clock. Outside and inside. Nose hits hour, tail is minutes, etc.
Time clock, top feathered silk or satin when you wake up. It's a happy day.
After guests arrive, as they leave, a tulip or flowery farewell inside/rug.
To dress up legs of sofas in living room, add decorative slides atop legs.
Go to Bite ofltaly restaurant near Walgreen's to put floral vases on table.
Decorative colored design as ceiling fan starts. Pleasant attitude before sleep.
Security guards at check-out (Costco) to see what people buy & who they are.
If bad T.V. shows, make screen blank and play favorite music.
Cleaning toilet bowl with a pumice stone as bristles.
For you favorite sofa, spring in each arm to help you get up.
Stand up, weight on heels.
More than one blade on knife to cut thru tough steak.
On desk calendar, remember good days of the month. Indicate & save page.
Writing pen instead of music tells you to write larger. Not thin or thick.
Candle light in cup, used as flashlight. Tum bottom on and off
A cute notch at bottom of tits worn at party on shirt.
Basket for drug store, should have small gatherings at top.
Flexible strap can be at the heel or flipped over to the instep of shoe.
When walking with food tray, inside rubber tray can move to hold items.
Be able to play a game with other Senior Walkers.
"Available to converse." Sign on wheelchair.
In hot summer, if going into A/C room, bottom of shirt sleeve can be around neck.
Tighten sneakers with more shoe laces. Higher up, supports ankle.

IDEAS - JUNE 5, 2007
Toe cream, a lot in jar, place all toe nails in jar.
Cleaning compound in cloth over kitchen sink apparatus.
Two bath towels combined. For cleaning hands and face in bathroom.
A shelf higher than kitchen table, just under the window.
A smaller fork for spaghetti eating. Twist the handle. About 4" above fork.
A snap-on design on men's open collar shirt.
Handle at other end of tea kettle. Also holds tea bags.
Show the word OFF larger and in color on top of stove.
Don't need all those cartoons for calendar. Can use the Eureka expression.
Two plates in microwave, one atop the other.
Salt & pepper shaker held together. Shaft in center divides the two .
Date of food in fridge & freezer.
Helicopter has J\Vq s~ts of wings, one under the larger.
Second set of~ngs keep helicopter aloft.
Spray can. Spray the hole iV cap to save contents, & be DYJ!.~ a£~urate.
SGak top of drinking glass into orange, grapefruit, tomato!:Pleasant drink.
A waist stretcher bolted on closet door. To apply wet pants.
A wired skeleton, enlarged, built like man's chest to stretch collar & waist.
Heavy duty laundry bar of soap, w/finger grips in the soap. Can press harder.
Water under the military vehicles which can avert explosive.
Straw-spoon to drink from straw with spoon handle.
~ 7695. Take picture of room before installing tile, carpeting, hardwood. Before purchase.
7696. Pool canopies bend to touch water to prevent child falling into pool. After dinner.
7697. Circular gate, heavy, for big house to see who rang the bell.

7674.
7675.
7676.
7677.
7678.
,../ 7679.
7680.
"" 7681.
7682.
7683.
7684.
../ 7685.
7686.
.., 7687.
7688.
7689.
- 7690.
7691.
- 7692.
7693.
7694.

IDEAS - JUNE 13, 2007

7698.
7699.
7700.
- 7701.
7702.
7703.
~ 7704.
7705.
-- 7706.
-" 7707.
- 7708.
.... 7709.
7710.
7711.
- 7712.
7713.
7714.
7715.
.....-7716.
7717.
.. 7718.
7719.
7720.
... 7721.
7722.
7723.
7724.
... 7725.
+" 7726.
7727.
-#
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Dry cleaners extend width of men's pants.
A beautiful picture of your choice of the twirling fan in bedroom/living room.
Large bumper (rubber) or pointed bump inside tire which inflates in case of flat.
Sectional awnings over outdoor restaurant, released just to protect couple from sun.
Bedroom floor is hardwood. Have carpet design around bed like blanket.
A lettuce wrap around pizza or cut chicken for hand sandwich.
On lap top computer, which plays music, makes lyrics appear at same time.
A food cart which goes up steps. With a board slanted at bottom.
Not flat pizza. Round at bottom. 3-4". Can add more flavor in middle.
Camera to watch baby sleeping or in bath, while mother is on the phone.
Gate entrance lights up when ringing bell in large home.
Tin foil around edges of pizza to reduce size of crust.
Rubber in front of all cars. .Qne inch1 hick. Colored like rest of car.
Soon as tires touch ledge in garage, they turn at right angle getting out.
At beginning, make tree trunks any design you want, w/artificialleaves/twist trunks.
McDonald/shalf the pizza size for $1.00 or so. Give name like "pussy pizza."
Circled dining room table for 4 or 6. turn the table for proper height for kids.
Special chair for short nap or bio-feedback.
Restaurant just makes a cut on prime rib or steak, to get your started.
Minimal or no-cigarette tobacco. Just hold and hang from lips .
If flat, the 5 bolts loosen. Easier to unhook and replace tire.
Paint a color where you put screws to lift flat.
Window locks are big and visible for intruders to see.
Small, narrow West Coast Swing dance floor in kitchen.
Move plants in front of open windows, to stop intruders.
"American Help Wanted" - a new sign.
Artificial flowers in center of kitchen cabinets. No pots. Pretty.
Rainbow pattern over kitchen sky light.
Animal cushions atop sofas to lean against or even fondle.
A shower outside your patio or back door. Just wear bathing suit.
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IDEAS - JUNE 19,2007
- 7728.
7729.
..... 7730.
,.. 7731.
7732.
.... 7733.
.... 7734.
.. 7735.
7736.
7737.
- 7738.
7739.
·- 7740.
7741.
7742.
7743.
7744.
7745.
7746.
7747.
. . . 7748.
7749.
.... 7750.
·- 7751.

A large row of gates leading to private pool, to protect children.
Shutters at kitchen window, can open 2-3-4 shutters in middle .
When you wake up and open the blinds, a rainbow color appears, shortly.
Pop up cherries, four or five, when you eat the top one in sundae.
Fluffy milkshake at bottom also in glass. Straw w/spoon .
Eat round edges of chicken sandwich first, then you get full bite.
Pour gravy on top of small chicken sandwich. Eat with knife & spoon.
Oval plate for steak and vegetables on other side.
Sit (flat ledge) on top of small waterfall dangling feet in waterfall, in home pool.
Put more olives on edge ofMargaritas, along with salt.
In huge front door made of glass, dark etching shows husband & wife, w/names.
Paste edges of grade school text book, to mark what is important.
Curved toothpick for front and back cleaning together.
Porous-light fabric bathing suit to tan all over body in tanning booth.
Need a promoter, ad man, marketing specialist to make contacts for Ideas.
Call Principal of elementary and high school to put larger periods in text books.
Plain glass in colored eye glass frames, to know they are studying.
Protected security door in front of glass door w/ pictures & names.
American flag, made of vegetables on top of pizza.
Three sides of fluorescent warning. Three sides, not one. Black and yellow.
Give Idea talk to handicap to think up new Ideas.
Metal box for air conditior.tilJg cover in hot sun~n Arizona.
Metal bumper pops up..ooffiie impact i.IJPic -tR..tkcJc
3 or 4 pancakes on top of one another wlhole in center for butter & syurp.
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- 7752.
, 7753.
,.,;7754.
7755.
.- 7756.
.... 7757.
7758.
7759.
- 7760.
7761.
7762.
.., 7763.
·" 7764.
7765.
,., 7766.
7767.
7768.
- 7769.
_. 7770.
7771.
7772.
• -7773.
7774.
7775.
• 7776.
..,. 7777.

IDEAS - JUNE 26, 2007
In restaurant check-out have napkins with fruit giveaways,
In case of flat for man's bicycle, 2 wheels in back. One higher up.
A thicker bat for younger boys playing baseball. Shorter, too.
Extra rubber tire, folded in center of man's bike. Metal box.
Rack for hanging drinking mugs over kitchen faucet.
A one inch lip over plastic cup, to show how high to fill-up.
With such a plastic cup, can squeeze liquid w/o spilling.
Wear a golf glove in your back pocket. Even at billiards or bowling.
Big, fat burger, let them eat meat burger which sticks out Yz" first.
4, 5 or 6 cherries on top of sundae.
Cut hot dog in half Bun must cover meat, Apply 1 different condiments.
Surround family pictures around kitchen table on wall.
Wrist watch to take pulse.
If four rows of shutters, a different design on two including strap.
A clip under bedroom window. Case of fire, blanket clips on to escape.
Umbrella over outside table can be pulled down for shade.
Prevent explosion under military tank, armor & electric current stops it.
Two mattresses instead of one. Can easily flip one side over.
Automotive repair shop, shows video to you-what/why/work to be done.
Senior Moments made into a funny book.
White dots on child's braces.
Arm rest in middle of sectional sofa with many pillows,
Put metatarsal pad pasted on at night. Start day right. It' ll stick.
Does he/she love you? List the 50 questions to answer.
Bald headed men wear hair patch like basketball players.
When you seat, raise your toes. Lift yourself on heels, easier to get up.

IDEAS - JULY 3, 2007

7778.
7779.
7780.
7781.
7782.
7783.
7784.
7 t'l!J:>.
7786.
7787.
7788.
7789.
7790.
7791.
7792.
7793.
7794.
7795,
7796.
7797.
7798.
7799.
7800.
7801.
7802.

The routes tanks and military vehicles take in Baghdad - a metal sign gums up explosions.
A smaller tree next to big beautiful one, the limbs are made to wrap around trunk/beautiful.
A springy wheels for senior's walker, for stopping, lifting, going up steps.
Flat-free tires. No air inside. Bicycles.
Electric basket in scooter to put in more groceries.
Armpit wrap, like wrist wrap.
When danceable music plays, dancers are seen at bottom of screen, or top comers.
Heiicopter 01aaes atop iuseiage on passenger planes wrucn IS aoout to crasn.
On passenger plane about to crash, throttle way back so plane slows before impact.
Recharge batteries by hand, small ones.
Necklace enhances women's cleavage.
Five vertical magnetic spots for back strap.
Ladies nylon stockings. The top band is black, blue, or red. Showy.
Put head only under shower when sweaty. Water & towel quickly do the rest.
Decorate outside of the ears for ladies, not to cover hearing aids.
Key ring to hold paper clips.
A condom fatter in front or middle.
While waitingjn doctors offiCe, a leg exerciser on wheels to be used by anyone.
A magnet atop limp penis can get a erection.
Inhaler or magnetic device in ladies mouth, to stimulate erection.
Both male and female wear back support during intercourse.
Light up face with bright glasses, not dull, brown or black frames. Crystals.
A complicated eye frame to hold cloth to wipe tearful eyes. Comer of frame controls.
Dance clubs in Sun City supply massage, shoe stretchers, snap neck like chiropractor.
Top of bed cover, when you sleep, sprayed with many helpful ingredients/
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IDEAS - JULY 10, 2007
7803.
7804.
7805 .
7806.
7807.
7808.
7809.
7810.
7811.
7812.
7813.
7814.
7815.
7816.
7817.
7818.
7819.
7820.
7821 .
7822.
7823.
7824.
7825.
7826.
7827.
7828.
7829.
7830.
7831 .
7832.
7833.
7834.
7835.
7836.

Tee-shirt for men, pulls shoulders back for posture.
Add extra hair in back oflady's head, for newer look. False.
.Folding chair becomes a lounge chair, with pillow & foot rest.
At famous golf clubs, poles erected at each hole to hold folding chairs.
When given a cup of coffee in plastic, raise 1" fold, leaning inside.
"Senior Moments," a book to amuse and stimulate handicapped to Think.
Big bag of popcorn, to have two arms, for them to reach into.
At home, where you keep keys and money, also sign "don't forget pencil & paper."
A shoulder strap, if painful.
A shower seat for seniors, has a tall handle which can be removed to get out.
Spray bottom oflight bulbs, to make them last longer.
If tremor, write slowly.
Government cars should have bullet proof frame, to thwart suicide bombers.
Two brims on caps to shield from sun and watching T.V. at night
Ten or twelve small batteries in metal box which recharges, then OK's them.
Make-up ballroom dance steps for you and your partner.
Pictures of family on kitchen wall, facing you at table.
Fans in garages during summer in Sun City, spray mist.
Reduce or eliminate headaches by yourself. Bio-feedback.
A woman's necklace into cleavage, keeps her cool.
The end roll of paper, from newspaper press given to kids to play.
A special shelf in refrigerator for leftovers. Slides in and out.
"Senior Moments" made into a plastic, portable games for seniors.
With screen to write on and illustrated face on plastic: Senior Moments.
Microwave and freezer can be used for bodily pains. Cloth.
Men' s fancier shirts. Designs on each side of armpits, going down.
Freezer pads for injury or pain, cold, then thermo minutes later.
Teddy bear has color, red or green, telling you progress of bodily injury.
Toilet seat tilts down for easier bowel movement.
Working mothers bring their babies to senior homes to be cuddled, taken care of.
Two patients in nursing home can watch same movie- DVD or VCR - together.
Reward patients in nursing home with chocolate, cherries, when they finish therapy.
Can I sell Senior Moments to a hospital, to make them think instead of idling.
Closet light where all your major tools are stored.
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IDEAS - JULY 17, 2007
7837. A library of CD, DVD movies, for seniors in rest home who are bedded.
7838. A paper toweling can be used by a product called Swiffer to clean small areas.
7g.19. Ab~te y.wf bat~.&oom miffl)f~ at ni~~ . "look oow 'Ne-nderfu~ y~ are::- Joe:"
7840. After you put eye drops in before sieep, put a therapeutic pad on eyes iater.
7841. Choose which side of ass to lay flat, than turn on that side.
7842. Lavender spray your pillow and top cover with pleasant odor.
7843. Left foot, than right foot on toilet seat to urinate fully.
7844 _ A furry,_ soft cat,. dog.. elephant - like a.pillow - between your legs.
7\lA'
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Out of control cars at dangerous intersection, can press Emergency brake.
An air conditioned cap w/metal neck band to cool wearer.
Or, air conditioned false teeth/plastic in summer.
A special "nappy-poo" pill to amuse you before sleep.
/l\S(r c·oncentrate Mona tlow to narned area. !ffe 'timn. reTaxed: ·reet f'ifomi move.
7851. Practice golf putting on special home carpet. Can be curved, raised, etc.
7852. At red light, paper and pencil nearby to write notes.
7853. In summer to cool off, put belt into freezer.
7854. If a boat with mast tilts or sinks the mast releases as life saver.
·ns5. ffb<atirowni danre ~is ~f. (t srri~-mh po-wctu frr cornet'S, ·tw'4'J5.
7856. Flag easily wraps around pole when very windy. Protects flag.
7857. Suction device to pull up weeds, tall, in your garden.
7858. A slide device down each window, in case of fire.
7859. Then, a thick balloon at end of slide for whole body to land on safely.
786<t When.you ge for health walk,. pacer on wrist te go- slm.ver.,. checks-.heartbeat.
7861. When foot pedais in any waiting room whiie you are sitting. Can be moved around.
7862. Flowery decals on ladies mirror to enhance.
7863. If sitting in favorite chair, silk screen large cloth picture of grandchildren, facing you.
7864. A bikini clad full picture on other pillows, facing you.
7865. Instead of bricks outlining patio, false flowers on edge.
7846.
7847.
7848.
7849.
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7867. Half of the billiard table is livelier.
7868. A whisper from the grave, recorded, "I love you, Tom." Or "I love you, Beth."
7869. An apartment on a large float, a permanent home on the river.
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IDEAS - JULY 24, 2007

7870.
7871.
7872.
7873.
7874.
7875.
7876.

The visor over the front seat of the car, made cushiony or foam, in case of accident.
For music lovers on the internet, hit Search and any song you want plays.
Ladies bag carried over shoulder, one finger also holds thru hole in jacket/shirt.
Two, three or four buttons on man's pants, for different sizes.
Owl face made of rubber W' thick, in back of car for bumper protection.
When you want to get up from your favorite chair, put extra padding on arms.
Clip purse to shopping cart.
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7878.
7879.
7880.
7881.
7882.
7883.
7884.
7885.
7886.
7887.
7888.
7889.
7890.
7891.
7892.
7893.
7894.
7895.
7896.

If intense fire, the hose used by firefighters could add a retardant to the hose.
(continue) Not only the end of the water flow, but en route.
Let the shower run. Cover the outlet. Your feet will be bathed in soapy water.
Kitchen faucet has fancy handles.
RdQe ofnlastic cover cuns. Turn inward. to nrevent snillinQ.
Typical porcelain coffee cup, also bent inward at top. Prevent spilling.
How to get into your car and keys? Only a locksmith or thief knows.
The dollar sign mixed in typographically with first numeral.
A weight scale for weighing envelopes, near typewriter or internet.
Special "HAPPY BIRTHDAY' on rim of plates in restaurant.
Small emery boards bent at each corner an 1/8" to catch end of nail.
Pedals on man' s bike, can click higher for more speed.
Dentists makes a bridge, very light, to use for flossing only.
Collect Kroger (or other) labels. Send to mfr. to get a gift.
A round foam band on top of compression socks, to loosen.
Ivien's pants deliberately bumpy at crotch, to empress the ladies.
Front and back wheels move closer together, to narrow wheelchair when needed.
Men's walking shorts can be narrowed at thighs.
Soap pouch for shower/bath seats.
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AUGUST 2, 2007
7897.
7898.
7899.
7900.
7901.
7902.
7903.
7904.
7905.
7906.
7907.
7908.
7909.
7910.
7911.
7912.
7913.
7914.
7915.
7916.
7917.
7918.
7919.
7920.
7921.
7922.
7923.
7924.

Try standing/walking in front of wheelchair. Can always fall back into seat.
Can do foot exercises from your favorite chair, & low stool, in front of you.
Men's cap, front & back. In summer heat, cap in back cools neck.
Dance steps on T.V. screen while listening to music. Men only. Strong lead.
A 5" cushion in doctor/dentist waiting room, for patients.
Device you buy for your home, it's also on internet to install & rerun.
Clip, grab bar onto old one in shower.
On Saturday night dance at Sundial, the big orchestra plays. Only 1 time.
Piano keys under Internet key board. Or hit musical sounds with pencil.
The extra support magnetic pad in center of back, can be moved to sides.
No need for men to wear shorts (underwear) in summer.
In back of men's white socks, a personal emblem imprinted.
Wooden model for feet - to stretch new socks. Relieve circulation.
Under typewriter, an opening 3/8" for blank paper and carbons.
Check your car battery with your own device, once a month, in summer.
Learn how to belch, yawn, sneeze, cough.
A fake, soft, wet clit to arouse soft penis. Help the male.
A pearl or jewel attached to ladies ears amplify sound.
A triple-headed shaver, use only one for moustache, sideburns.
If cold in bedroom in winter, make a face mask for cover.
Make "Senior Moments" for medicine, automobiles, sports, etc.
Tee shirt, at man's open collar can be clipped straight on top of neck.
Spray a thin stream of Ben Gay. Rub it in.
Ladies, put a few sheets of toilet/seat paper inside your panties.
Toilet seat tissue covers piled on top of toilet. Elongated. Pull out tissue.
Tall stand seat for men (seniors) in shower.
Umbrella to cool person in summer heat.
Lyrics of Bing Crosby and Sinatra on food packages in supermarket.

IDEAS - AUGUST 7, 2007
7925. At Sun City dances, lyrics of popular songs streak across top of bands.
7926. The tub & shower mats have powder or liquid soap to wash feet.
7927. "My evenings make my day. " Write a poem.
7928. Slip an extra pad under arch support, if needed. For men's arch supports.
7929. Where, how to place your hands before sleep in bed.
7930. "Senior Moments" printed on plastic drinking cups.
7931. Small, stiff wheel at bottom of cane.
7932. Ben Gay liniment carried in tub like lipstick.
7933. "Made in USA" printed large on canned food & bottles, clothing.
7934. I can utter a few sentences, on one idea which can make$$ millions.
7935. Send out agents to Malls, Wal-Mart, to bring back ideas for Senior Moments.
7936. Something better than going to public toilet, then pulling sheet from wall.
7937. A checkbook pouch. You won' t leave it carelessly. A remembrance.
7938. Comer of Sundial dance floor, for T.V. viewing dance steps by Romoni.
7939. Knee bandage, 2" Velcro strips can be used as wrist bandage, etc.
7940. Cover the point of a pencil with rubber elastic eraser.
7941. A small jar of healing cream, with a finger tab under cap, to apply.
7942. Tables at any dance has shelf underneath for purses, w/ lock.
7943. A small putter, 2' high. Good for 3-5' shots.
7944. If Negro skin not too black, ears can enhance his white look. With make-up.
7945. For fun golf, when putting, the ball can be "angled" by golf club.
7946. A popular news program at the end, deliberately misspelled words for attention
7947. If dent in car, new paint can cover it, and fad into the color of car.
7948. Change the color & appearance of kitchen chairs w/new cover & back support.
7949. Napkin fits on collar, shirt and lap when you eat. No spills.
7950. Check your bill at supermarket after register clerk rings it up.
7951 . Toast 3-tier bagel. Middle one leave out, for mustard or cheese.
7952. Put a little pill in Fridge left-over food. If turns red in 2 weeks, throw it away.
7953. Toilet plunger should have a extension into opening of toilet. About 3' long.
7954. " It hurts" on tee shirt with arrows, friendly neighbors will ask and help.
7955. Last check in checkbook, should be different color.
7956. Three-tier full length mirror shows how you age & young you looked. For fun.
7957. _Necklace going down woman's back, matches her earrings. Back look.

IDEAS -AUGUST 21,2007
7958.
7959.
7960.
7961.
7962.
7963.
7964.
7965.
7966.
7967.
7968.
7969.
7970.
7971 .
7972.
7973.
7974.
7975.
7976.
7977.
7978.
7979.
7980.

Three-way mirror, the angles could also show you younger. Can be modified.
Assortment in center table of nuts and chocolates.
Use lug wrench handles in sequence, to loosen hub caps. Each turn loosens others.
Women' s side of marriage bed varies, up or down, for love making.
How can you tell if all I.D. are back in possession, before leaving store?
One button for man' s back pocket on top. Six fake buttons to form cross. Protection
Wherever you sit at home, best penciVpen/paper always erect nearby.
If you have child or dog in back seat, have reminder teddy bear or bone on front seat.
Two buttons in car to make sure garage door is closed. One on visor, other on dash.
Helicopter blades softer at ends, easily chipped off in center if hit, can resume flight.
A scissor-like meat knife at dinner table.
Stretch waist after washing pants w/retractable thick ruler.
Cook chicken without skin. Less fat.
Don7t sip coffee when too hot. Use spoon/sponge to get first taste. No spoon.
Two uses for hankie: for nose and brow, other side for bruise and bleeding.
Two color hankies. The darker color for clean-up, the white color for nose.
Wash, clean bath towel hanging on inside of shower. To dl)Jput on top.
Toilet plunger after use, can attach rubber-snake to prod into toilet bowl. 1 yard long.
If cut and bleeding, apply double or thick bandage, then elastic band to press down.
Hot water bottle turns red or blue on top if too hot, or just right.
Top cane can be rounded for seat. The handle encircles .
Soot%the bottom of your feet before bed with a hair brush.
Small scales at home should show same position for heels and toes.
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IDEAS - AUGUST 28, 2007
7981 . 2 layers of metal cars. If side swiped just remove damaged layers.
7982. A rock slide in new pool area should allow seats for 2 or 3, in waterfall.
7983. If you are up a ladder painting, how do you move ladder and paint? Brush?
7984. A simple one rod shower in backyard going into & out of pool.
7985. Design the rocks over your pool, with presidential figures (Mt. Rushmore).
7986. Why not dead batteries at home, turn red and discarded? Small AA, AAA.
7987. A half pizza. The other half is your choice: Mexican, chicken, Chinese, etc.
7988. Italian potato fries shaped like Italy.
7989. Seat and wheel should be higher up, in case of crash.
7990. Bottom of paint, a cloth unfolds to catch drippings from brush.
7991. Home pool raised to 4 '-5 ', so no child can crawl into it.
7992. More sound proof curtains between patients in hospital bed.
7993. Remove crusts from pies in restaurants.
7994. Open a controlled panel from the inside of a garage to see who' s there.
7995. ~_!cPJJ ,bottoms encircle be~ly button and rear. New look.
7996. ~lla cover on dog' s tall. Cloth, make a bow.
7997. A small flashlight tied your wrist. Free both hands. Always lit.
7998. A pencil sharpener attached to base of light at your desk.
7999. "Enjoy our company" on front door mat.
8000. Paste notes from your favorite chair on to shade.
8001. 2" masking tape can have line cut in middle if you want to use 1".
8002. Can tighten bristles of outdoor broom from center holder.
8003. Two brake pedals in car. One smaller. Foot can hit both for fast stop.
8004. If you' re driving at night, every half hour the radio should loudly beep.
8005. A red light to stop your car if the bridge is loaded & traffic is slow
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SEPTEMBER 4, 2007
8006.
8007.
8008.
8009.
8010.
8011.
8012.
8013.
80 14.
8015.
8016.
8017.
8018.
8019.
8020.
8021.
8022.
8023.
8024.
8025.
8026.
8027.
8028.
8029.
8030.

A small desk calendar with a clock.
Phone numbers on radio or phone should be uttered 3 X.
A small dog learns to jump thru plastic wreath, rubbing & play.
Smudgy eraser on new pencil can be replaced.
A "magnetic" underwear for sleep and heart flow.
When ladies buy nylons, you get one extra in case of tear.
Extra guards on ladies rings to look bolder and attractive.
Handkerchief protects wallet, both in same pocket.
Small magnets purchased in hardware for knee braces.
Slip coupons in checkbook or a pouch.
Memorial at doorway rug.
Plastic angel with chime where you ring entrance bell to house.
Printed on lower part of drivers visor, "keep your distance."
Your children/family on table mat in front of your.
Your wife's picture in small plastic box on your kitchen table. Doll.
The night before golf game your fondle the golf ball you' ll hit first.
Car/house keys under sneaker shoe laces.
Grandmother with baby pictures on table mat.
Height of men's sox, folded, can go up or down.
Toaster toasts one. Butter. Other toast later.
When a man urinates you hear a song hitting the water. Seat brings music.
3 sets of folders {support} for tall ladders. More steady.
Credit cards not in your wallet but under hole in pocket, in underwear.
Extra work club fingers, inside glove to use when fingers wear out.
Paste washed t-shirts collars on wall, to keep collars straight, not sag.

SEPTEMBER 11 , 2007
8031 .
8032.
8033.
8034.
8035.
8036.
8037.
8038.
8039.
8040.
8041 .
8042.
8043.
8044.
8045.
8046.
8047.
8048.
8049.
8050.
8051.
8052.
8053.
8054.
8055.
8056.
8057.

Knee pads for cleaning, with a long stick like a cane to push up.
For football players, a safety brace running down back, to protect player.
Climbing onto roofw/ladder has hooks to stabilize it.
A plastic spray w/nozzle, has another one attached to refill.
Liquid drain opener, marked w/black strips to show how much to use.
Special slippers has sponge on bottom to clean tile floors.
Ultra strength big plastic bags, can be pushed down w/metal cover.
"Step into Bill's home." A door mat after Bill passes away.
Safety stair treads should cover edge of stairs, along with mat.
Open triple-decker on rolls or bagels (pastrami) at Miracle Mile.
If thieves enter house, loud dog barking is heard.
What can you put on screws of safety bulb in house to last longer?
Whole seats in front of car, turns 180 degrees to get in and out
Keep a hammer under car seat in case of crash, have to break windows.
Gas stations also carry special brush inside car windows and dash.
Older women, casually dressed, could wear men' s white sox under nylons.
A small gadget atop battery in car can recharge if necessary?
The strength of magnifying glass controlled by the handle.
Wrist flashlight, directly on object as hands work.
Mini-blinds window shades show a picture.
A shelf to park your purses, atop a scale to show what each one weighs.
Chinese buffet restaurant shows you in advance what is in food.
If a eraser in pencil worn down, snap off top metal for more eraser.
A graveyard portrait on stone which also glistens.
Erasers on pencils not age-prone, but smooth over the years,
Credit cards in wallet can be crushed more.
Pick 10 to 20 grapes in small bag, drop dime in bowl, can munch while shoping.

SEPTEMBER 19, 2007
8058.
8059.
8060.
8061.
8062.
8063.
8064.
8065.
8066.
8067.
8068.
8069.
807D.
8071.
8072.
8073.
8074.
.8.075.
8076.
8077.
8078.
8079.

As dog leaves home in-out-door can also get face petted w/fabric.
Bath tub has grooved arm notch to lit yourself up, built into porcelain.
Carry stretchable bandage from Cigm\lab in glove compartment.
On sneaker shoe laces, show 1" red where you usually tie bow.
Where bra straps show, cover with jewels.
Poem at end of toilet paper roll; "two is good, four is better."
Bracelet, odd shape, with heart facing upward.
A bracelet ring to match your bracelet, heart facing you.
If ladies hair parted in middle, a decorative star in front of part.
A woman's purse, 2 of them on one strap. One is smaller.
Bathrobe, soon as you get out of bed, no sleeves. Over head.
Of the two Velcro straps, one is different color.

Lt>gt>s ean be pastecl t>n sneakers.
If you lost or misplaced the Remote, press a spot on keyboard to ring.
Magnets on top of sleeping cover, 18" deep, for neck & shoulders.
Those men with big fat bellies can enhance their looks w/large penis pouch.
How to sit on grass & be able to watch the golf pros?
Kids jeans (6=10) at knees can r.oll up .or .down as he gr.ows .older.
Shirt pocket shows American flag.
A hanging folded cane/seat outside a woman's purse, in case she falls.
Apply air filter cleaner over A/C vents in home.
A/C, heating technicians show you what they do on roof. Alert you next visit.
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SEPTEMBER 25, 2007

8080.
8081.
8082.
8083.
8084.
8085.
8086.
8087.
8088.
8089.
8090.
8091.
8092.
8093.
8094.
8095.
8096.
8097.
8098.
8099.
8100.
8101.
8102.
8103.
8104.
8105.
8106.
8107.
8108.
8109.

The ankle also colored red, like ladies toe nails. Attract attention.
A moment of total happiness. That's all that it lasts.
Carry your self-alarm when your front door, or garage, rings.
Ballroom dancing is better than gym exercises.
Cut hole in old shoe or sneakers to relieve bunion pain.
Shoe laces for ladies shoes, a different color.
Deluxe Walker. When folded up, can become a cane, w/wheels.
4" paint brush can become 2" by sliding section up.
Round blanket clipped in back of favorite chair, needed for nap.
Two buttons for men's shirt collar.
A bow tie more fashionable than men' s open collar look. Easy to remove.
Before going to bed, master button shuts all doors and lights.
Elbow and shoulder strap makes you stand straight. No stoop for women.
A thin BenGay soap which melts under knee pad or ankle pad.
A thin metal foot stool adjusted for different leg positions.
When you look up word in dictionary, mark it w/date & tag sticking out.
For invalid seniors sitting in chair, to get up press springs in arm rest.
For seniors with walkers, the arm rest is a baseball, football or basketball.
The heavy pillow on a sofa springs you up. May pump air in pillow.
The padded back of sofa can be zippered together for a bed.
The husband carries wife' s purse across his shoulder to & from Mall.
Bad eraser on pencil can be trimmed with razor to remove smudge.
Hard, yet gentle, toilet paper.
Football players: if tackled too rough, a penalty. More scoring/less injury.
In living room, pictures of husband and wife on pillow fabric.
Cookies w/chocolate, instead of baking, pan fry.
If you are possibly falling down indoor steps, a banister rod stops you.
Skylight in home has rainbow magnifier to caste a rainbow in kitchen.
"Enjoy life. It's delicious."
"Nothing is worth more than this day;"

OCTOBER 2, 2007

8110.
8111.
8112.
8113.
8114.
8115.
8116.
8117.
8118.
8119.
8120.
8121.
8122.
8123.
8124.
8125.
8126.
8127.
8128.
8129.
8130.
8131.
8132.
8133.
8134.

A shoulder strap, not around shoulder but upper arm, where it hurts.
A furry, comfortable cushion in back ofladies high heels.
A shoulder strap, fastened to·a bra but helps shoulder pain.
Sleeping sox w/padding around toes.
Pick the correct cheek of your ass to turn onto.
Laugh before sleep, you had your fun during the day.
The alarm clock laughs when it wakes you in a.m. or tells jokes.
Bed pillow is firm in the middle and soft on each side.
Wake up feeling that someone slept with you. Comforting.
Put magnetic patches firmly under feet before sleep.
If your big toe is discolored, slip medical pad over it every night.
A Bible purse. Small, pliant pages holds keys, credit cards.
Small luggage can be attached to cane going to airport.
Top of toilet seat press down to eliminate infection. Spray on cleaner.
Wash hands first before flushing toilet to keep hands clean.
Electronic stores should offer free classes for seniors.
When you have a small cut, put bandage on, then stretchy elastic band.
A special nose picker. Built like a small battery.
McDonalds to sell piece of dark chocolate, to dip into coffee.
Save thin soap after long use. Put into packet. Keep adding soaps.
Small scale in bathroom, shows green light (losing), red light (gaining).
Light from your cap when you are reading.
Purse hanging under table twisted many ways to prevent theft.
Ice cubes in freezer made into shapes of states i.e. Fla., Calif., Texas.
Narrow walker, of crowded.

IDEAS OCTOBER 9, 2007
8135.
8136.
8137.
8138.
8139.
8140.
8141.
8142.
8143.
8144.
8145.
8146.
814 7.
8148.
8149.
8150.
8151 .
8152.
8153.
8154.
8155.
8156.
8157.
8158.
8159.

Deluxe travel chair fits or slides into same spot in trunk of car.
A magnetic wrap clamps on upper arm/shoulder if pain is there.
Slip on therapeutic sox for five minutes before bed.
Dancing shoes for ladies w/spring in their heels.
Your cane fits next to your bed, also lifts yourself out of bed.
A jar of ointment if almost empty, can add liquid vitamins, etc.
A complete rail all around shower or bath tub.
Why can't there be a arthritic soap?
Cell phones w/extended hearing, speaking devices.
The holes for men's belts can be moved up & over if needed.
Red light flashes when credit card case does not return card.
Raised back of dancing shoes, about 2" for men, better floor grip.
Romantic couple, the ladies purse feels soft on outside for petting.
A magnetic shoulder cuff, under armpit.
In college dormitory, a string of safety belts on 2nd floor to stop fall.
Put extra weight on top of stapler to push through many pages.
Automatic double stapler, two of them, to secure pages.
A shelf on sofa in work room to slide assortment of papers.
Small arm rest, inside your favorite chair
Give free passes to churches in Sun City to attend dances.
Your wheel chair along side bed to get up.
S. C. bridge clubs, highest point scorer of week, get free dance tickets.
A gold plate, decorative, in bottom of spoon or fork. Appearance only.
Elbow and arm cushion, 4" or 5" thick atop favorite arm chairs arms.
If watch band made of white leather, can put personal writing atop.

IDEAS OCTOBER 16, 2007
8160.
8161.
8162.
8163.
8164.
8165.
8166.
8167.
8168.
8169.
8170.
8171 .
8172.
8173.
8174.
8175.
8176.
8177.
8178.
8179.
8180.
8181.
8182.
8183.

Extend back seat of golf cart, front or back to hold another person.
A large box with lock & key in back of golf cart.
Gas gauge, battery low, tires low-only gauges for golf cart.
American flag, or religious cross, etc., seen as wheels turn. Front only.
Staple clipper has little pliers to remove difficult staples.
Box of pizza ingredients, to pour into soup or add to dinner plate.
A Bible purse fully sized. Opens like regular purse.
Design a garage door to look cathedral.
The ceiling electric fan, at high speed, shows a rainbow or flowers.
When you answer a ad, make sure the repair man/helper can be trustful.
A tall rod thru center of tall ladder, to keep from falling!
If two beds in hospital room, the curtain that separates should be sound proof.
The coffee as it cools off, changes flavor.
Ladies jewelry actually shines- glows-not just beautiful.
Pull up another hefty trash bag. Make of plastic. Twice the size.
Windex washes sprayed on cars should be labeled two sprays.
The singer leads the orchestra with his hands. Conductor.
The arms of a lounge chair around pool, can be rescue float.
Ladies high heels: a Velcro strap holds heel during dancing.
A special laser light shows thumb prints on beautiful ads. Gives count.
A sticky round pads on page 4/5 to stick on top of ad the reader likes.
How could beautiful music on CD be seen on T.V. screen, showing dancing.
Project more power from keyboard to power box, w/something on furniture.
Extra four-prong feet on tall ladder for stabilizing.
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IDEAS - OCTOBER 23, 2007
8184.
8185.
8186.
8187.
8188.
8189.
8190.
8191.
8192.
8193.
8194.
8195.
8196.
8197.
8198.
8199.
8200.
8201 .
8202.
8203.
8204.
8205.
8206.
8207.
8208.
8209.
8210.
8211 .
8212.
8213.
8214.

2-step aluminum ladder. Arms extend up for reaching.
Device to put into nose for deep breathing, walking, sleeping?
A waterfall in living room for relaxation and breathing.
What would happen if I stopped all my medication for one day?
Art work in tile on your kitchen floor.
Dancing shoes for men. Twist and they grow wider. Flip up, longer.
As you tum jar w/cream (medical or beauty), it scoops a spoon full.
Four straps for ladies purse. Shoulder ~nd upper arm. Thief foiled.
Men' s under shorts can make genitalia larger.
A Jewish candle. Large. Lights for holidays. Plays music, cantor.
Bring Jewish candle and singing to EBay to sell.
Women's bracelet on wrist shaped and looks like wedding ring.
Strapless bra shows no cleavage, only a flower.
Scale in fruit dept. shows you the price also.
Tension hanger. Holds men' s pants at belt. Twist to stretch waist.
Soapy tub mats. In shower. Good for feet.
Special pencil points together w/razor when reading classified.
When tires look/appear too low, a white band on tires appears.
Young ladies long hair tucked into cleavage.
Put a favorite picture amidst plant and leaves. No getting wet.
A large globe as you tum it a clock shows you time difference.
American flag hanging outside, heavier on bottom to stabilize.
Along with walking w/cane, a wrist band for extra support.
Organizer for glove compartment. Slide envelopes into slots.
Frankfurter on roll: when mustard applied, turn with toothpick.
Bottom of frankfurter treated w/tasty flavor, which melts w/heated.
When house is built, be able to move electric plugs, 1', 2' for better use.
During Christmas, decorate outside of window to glow at night.
Christmas tree, on top, both sides shows picture of Santa Claus.
Table ornaments or napkin rings become your napkin.
Picking nose is fun. Pleases you. If you pick a winner & know what to do with it.

IDEAS - NOv"E:MBER 6, 2007
8215.
8216.
8217.
8218.
8219.
8220.
8221 .

To make a eraser on your pencil work smoother, rub w/another eraser.
Picture of family, old time, carries sound of parents voice to now-Seniors.
A.J.-eleetiie seootei ride in Sun City.
Your pencil becomes a rhythm stick when listening to favorite music.
Wear knee pads when riding bicycle.
When high up on ladder, make legs move 1 ' or 2' to wherever.
Two layers of glass around a light bulb in case one blows.

8222. Front step at your home on extreme right says, "scuff here."
8223.
8224.
8225.
8226.
8227.
8228.
8229.
8230.
8231 .
8232.

8233.
8234.
8235.
8236.
&237.
8238.
8239.
8240.
8241.
8242.

Your flashlight so strong it loosens bolts/screws. A laser beam?
A hotel has 1' thick fire escape route under lid of windows.
Metal tip, or cloth, at end of billiard cue stick.
One side of king size bed higher. To keep changing sleep side.
CD's should have more than one singer instead of one hour monotony.
Bottom of front door angled into sill to keep out cold, water, etc.
Tires automatically have more traction in heavy rain or snow.
Seat belt can be released quickly after a crash.
If tire gets flat, a button will raise it, allowing car to drive on three wheels.
Large escape hammer under seat of car.
An additional address on both sides of house.
Your car keys should have extra important items on ring.
Write a poem about ladies purses.
If you left keys in car, there should be a way to switch on and open windows.
Senior married man should show ring that looks like a chain.
\Vhcn you light a mourner' s candle the plate s-hould be decorated.
Pad for pool table pockets to make billiard table.
Make tea as tasty as Starbuck's coffee.
Breath easier with a small device on you to keep inhaling thru nose.
Two-tier jewelry, or rings, for ladies. Can change top,

8243. Even a man' s sweater has a pocket top rig..ht.
8244. What to do, who to see, what to change - for Seniors over 80?

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 13, 2007
8245.
8246.
8247.
8248.
8249.
8250.
8251 .
8252.
8253.
8254.
8255.
8256.
8257.
8258.
8259.
8260.
8261.
8262.
8263.
8264.
8265.
8266.
8267.
8268.
8269.
8270.
8271.
8272.

Larger cup of coffee, not in cup, but in large soda cup.
Stickiness at bottom Of diitikirtg cup to prevent SiJill.
History, geography, government class in nursing home.
Nurse (teacher) gives multiple chose Q/A answers.
A slightly larger basketball basket, to practice shooting.
Three-sided backboard to shoot at, so ball comes back to you.
In amateur golf course, round circle at hole, to putt better.
Favorite places for dinner on cell phone.
Put small nail clipper on thumb.
One of the overhead electric fans gives off fresh, clean filtered air.
A purse belt for ladies like men's cell phone clipped at waist.
A man's shirt pocket for ladies. Check book, credit cards, etc.
If head on crash w/car the hood opens to protect passengers.
Baseball cap, with extra lid to flip down.
Fire fighter' s bombs explode in mid-air to change direction of wind.
Extra long sleeves on men' s heavy jacket to wear gloves inside.
Artificial tree in living room can blossom out.
A tight 1" necklace around woman's neck, the center more decorative.
If children live far away, your watch projects time where they are at.
To stop robbers at home, signs in Spanish and English, "We are Armed!"
Estate sales in Sun City should have sign in front, "We speak only English."
Wives of soldiers overseas wear ' dog tags" similar to his.
The bicycle seat rises when you lean forward pumping hard.
All the condos in Sun City for Xmas lights are green and red.
Outside trampoline, the center jumping area is lower to prevent falls.
When bicycle looses balance, hand controls steadies.
To enhance flav9r of liquors/wine use spout with fruit.
Can the cloUd~€ shak$1., distorted by an air bomb?
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IDEAS - NOVEMBER 20, 2007
8273.
8274.
8275.
8276.
8277.
8278.
8279.
8280.
8281.
8282.
8283.
8284.
8285.
8286.
8287.
8288.
8289.
8290.
8291.
8292.
8293.
8294.
8295.
8296.
8297.
8298.
8299.
8300.
8301.

Any plug. which warms utensils has temp. control to release plug.

Under front of shoe, sneakers, slippers - press, & warms cold feet.
Strong winds can not tumble umbrella. Held rigidly then folds.
An oxygen inhaler to restore energy during Sun City dances.
Instead of building whole new stadium, build outside wall, roof only.
Try pasting lips together at night for sleep, so no open mouth?
Baby picture in special digital frame. Press button & see baby crawling.
Or, the same applies to pet dog/cat when much younger.
Toast bagel twice, yet it is soft and warm.
Special ice cubes add a wine/liquor flavor to drink during dinner.
Tire mechanics loosing one lug nut, it affects others by loosening them.
When flat occurs, lug nuts loosen automatically.
Special sneakers and socks give a "lift" for your daily walk.
Can parts of father/mother' s ashes be included in mine? Keep family together.
You carry a button which lights up inscriptions in grave that you visit.
"Bounce back" when one car hits another at red light?
A plain office chair. Seat can tilt back or front, if sitting too long.
Hang can of paint on wall that you happily finished.
Pick a voice like your wife, mother, father when you visit their graves.
Large normal frames on wall, but pictures inside are tilted.
The powdered cream you put into coffee cup stops spills. Don't stir.
Round or extended pancake plate to pour syrup, not piled on top.
Red and green lights in condo driveways for Christmas.
Round knob atop electric plug in wall can tighten plug in wall.
Atop tall ladder, extend metal arm up to cling to, sturdy.
Staple gun, versatile to shoot two clips at once, if needed.
There is something to cheer you, if you are affected by bad thoughts.
Bring empty Drano to hardware store, and they will refill it. Cheaper.
Can or stick which you carry for walk, flashes to alert cars if trouble

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 27, 2007
8302.
8303.
8304.
8305.
8306.
8307.
8308.
8309.
83 J0.
8311.
8312.
8313.
8314.
8315.
8316.
8317.
8318.
8319.
8320.
8321.
8322.
8323.
8324.
8325.
8326.
8327.
8328.
8329.
8330.

Porcelain coffee cup has 1 Y2 " lip extending inward, prevents spilling.
Change tne usual frames on pictures on wall. A<ld 1" porous materiaL
For a change, on your living room couch, slip on new design for Xmas.
Xmas ornament on overhead electric fan.
Artificial plastic dog, cat asleep on or under your Xmas tree.
A watch shaped like a plane. Wings are hours & minutes. Tail is second;) ,
A regular knee support, the center can be removed for top & bottom grip.
Catalog for 80-year-olds. Also 70-80 year olds.

No busin~;ss card shows that I'm not in business to make money,
A slot in men's pants pocket for check book.
A dog climbs up 2 or 3 steps to get food. Learns to climb steps to bed.
Also carry single dollar bills in wallet for tipping.
While you are eating at table roll a pair of dice for diversion.
Walking stick at night with loud rubber horn to alert neighbors, if trouble.
A Minutemen group in Sun City to stop and question illegals.
A round world globe, metal or rubber near your favorite chair to study.
Your slim wallet w/credit cards and money is your purse. Carry it.
Fake chicken/turkey to cook;the meat-loaded legs & breasts are cooked only.
Spray a little tooth paste on your tooth brush.
A wine/liquor spray. On you steak, soda, water, whatever.
A rotating ball in or above glowing fountain reads memorial, day or night.
A religious shade, like window shade, over your garden memorial.
Self-massager on your wall at home. For shoulders, back, neck, etc.
A lawyer/patent agent to be front runner to promote my ideas?
A bracelet can be reduced to size of ring.
If bicycle is tilting, foot pedals press down hard to ground, slows bike.
Folding legs on tray, shaped like ladies crotch, then thighs.
Artificial butterflies fly around artificial plant on rotating wire.
Grand daughter seen in beautiful frame, and a clock in the middle.

8331. The top of coffee holder clamps lid over cup of coffee.
8332. A microwave beam on wall for pain, heated.
8333. A small white artificial flower atop bra, where cleavage shows.
8334. A teapot nozzle is cat/dog's tongue.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 4, 2007

... 8335. Garage door if left open, a light goes on in the kitchen reminding you.
.,.- 8336. Four color magazine page has 2" "feeler" which tells editor it was read.
,.., 8337. The insole of dancing shoes could have small spring for dancing. Light.
8338. A rubberized shoe lace loosens, relaxes feet while walking.
8339. Decorative bra bands.
8340. Be able to tell on the phone if person is sincere.
• 8341. Business men carry a device to tell by a persons voice if truthful.
8342. The coaster is sticky for glass of water or cup won't spill over.
8343. A tall paper cup of water has sticky bottom. Won't tilt.
8344. Frankfurter bun warmed on outside.
8345. Special plunger for mustard/catsup bottles.
... 8346. Doctor gives patient a digital "palm" to remember his advice .
... 8347. Doctor who knows patient gives him bio-feedback tape to soothe patient.
" 8348. Supermarket alerts customers to check sales slip before leaving.
8349. Thin, round plastic cover over coffee cup, with small knob.
8350. Flexible picket fence colored white. Other side different color.
8351. Men's cap printed on top can also have printing on one half the flap.
8352. In restaurants, portable porcelain cover for coffee.
8353. Toes of sneakers should be pointed up, not flat on ground.
8354. A quiet 30-seconds on clock just to think/meditate.
8355. Stone memorial can lean against white picket fence.
8356. Bath towel with pockets to dry yourself after shower.
8357. Clip one dozen piano keys/harmonica sounds below keyboard.
- 8358. If bicycle is tilting, press pedal down for small wheel under pedal.
8359. Screw driver at other end of hammer. Easy to tum.
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 11, 2007
8360.
- 8361.
8362.
... 8363.
,.,. 8364.
8365.
... 8366.
8367.
- 8368.
.... 8369.
...- 8370.
8371 .
8372.
,... 8373.
8374.
8375.
, 8376.
,. 8377.
8378.
8379.
8380.
~ 8381.
8382.
8383.
8384.
8385.
8386.

A patch or weight sold for American flag, which keeps tearing outside.
Musical gimmick on pencil, keeping time with favorite songs.
A small fan on top corner of closet, keeps garments clean.
Why not an electric pumice stone to remove toilet stains?
Mock turtle neck for men only with open collars. White, blue, tan, etc.
A hinge on walker tray covering food, keep warm, won't topple overJ
Place many artificial flowers on side of grown tree.
Could make artificial snow man or Santa on other side of grown tree.
A hanging picture, revolving, more than one in frame .
Soupy Burger King sandwiches .
Penney bucks coffee drink at Burger King.
Place a small rod on your thighs to lift yourself when gardening, doing floor.
Or, lift one foot and rod helps you up.
No under shorts for men. Just aT-shirt, and put pants on.
Put dirty sneakers at home in washable, rotating holder.
Toaster for one slice rye bread, one horizontal frankfurter.
Edge of nail clipper lights up to clip nails only, not skin.
Press bathroom scale to get last reading and date.
A memorial tribute to husband/wife above best picture together.
Left side of windshield tinted for night driving, on coming cars.
Arch trellis leading to garden, a memorial tribute on top for deceased.
Give all my ideas to veterans organization? Making Vets think like me.
Middle of window blinds, separate adjustment to remain open, half open.
Top of pencil (metal and eraser) make larger for musical sounds to a beat.
Crack in window car be sealed, smoothed, cleaned, not replaced.
A pump attached to liquor bottle to spray liquor on steaks or meals.
Spray water, window cleaner on men's cap visor to keep it cleaned.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 18. 2007
,.~

8387.
8388.
.. 8389.
8390.
8391.
,.. 8392.
"" 8393.
~ 8394.
.,. 8395.
8396.
8397.
"' 8398.
8399.
8400.
" 840 1.
.... 8402.
..... 8403.
8404.
,.., 8405.
,.. 8406.
__. 8407.
.,. 8408.
8409.
8410.
,.,. 8411.
.- 8412.
"" 8413.
_.,.~ 8414.

Wife's face on head of a doll, in bridal outfit, inside acrylic case.
Man's finger or hand by the bra closure, to extend bra.
If hand rail around toilet for seniors, run hands up & down to evacuate.
Add raisin/cinnamon spray on bread or toast.
T-shirt, white, around neck only. Tight. Only wear with open collar
All junk papers on your desk identified with colored paper clips.
If your car broken into, your Cell phone alerts you in Mall.
Car thief trapped in car if he fools with ignition. Your Cell phone traps him .
A neutral pill before sleep to eliminate/pacify all pills, no bad dreams.
Back of wall in shower sprays soap all over you. Long brush needed.
Window can be turned to clean (both sides) without going outside.
The matting in picture frames can be changed to effect new picture.
When writing intimate letter/memorial tribute, use special lace.
Ladies dancing shoes, in high heels, can add on solid base to heel.
A thin pen inside a check book.
License plates should light up more, with so many red brake lights .
Bike automatically straightens out if tilting. A leveler on handles.
Chocolate cookies sandwich. Peanut butter in between.
Three soap holders on shower wall. Different soaps. An experience.
Person making call can hit button to notify receiver to talk louder/slower.
Special toilet paper, with medicine, for hemorrhoids sufferers.
A bike tilting, press down on pedal. A small wheel hits ground.
Steaks should melt in your mouth. Teeth gadget softens.
Inside a crepe the hot dog gets the taste of spicy flavors. Melts.
In winter time, shutters on sides of window unfold to cover windows .
Exhaust muffler in car should face down behind wheel to reduce pollution.
When flat tire, the weight should loosen lug nuts.
A specialty act by hardware: refill empty plastic, purchase bottle.
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 25, 2007
8415.
8416.
8417.
8418.
8419.
8420.
8421.
8422.
8423.
8424.
8425.
8426.
8427.
8428.
8429.
8430.
8431 .
8432.
8433.
8434.
8435.
8436.
8437.
8438.
8439.
8440.

Bathroom stool outside of shower for toweling.
Add weight to fork/spoon for tremor patients.
Two handles on umbrella. Fabric on top zips open.
Talking pedometer also tells heart rate & normalcy.
Men' s neck ties colors light up
Baby born on U.S. soil does not make parents legal.
Four color beautiful magazine shows handled by viewer.
Door knob spray maintains fresh, constant fragrance.
Why not a medical drink to remove clogs in arteries?
If men wear open-collar shirts, they carry a bow tie in pockets.
For men, if tears fall from eyes (dry eyes) wipe back into eyes.
A new eraser atop old one, pinned on top.
Wrap around sun glasses, W' clear across bottom.
Comer of Sun Dial dance floor, aT. V. set showing dance steps.
Looking at clock upon awakening, "Another happy day.»
Pencil inside of check book. Maybe pen also.
Female T -shirt, with footballs aimed at point of bra. Joke.
To read small classified type, stretch the paper. It's stretchable.
Red or colorful line appears when tire is low or flat.
Is a cough or sneeze helpful in clearing arteries?
Heat steak knife with steak dinner.
Handle of steak knife has battery which heats blade.
Pressed self picture placed on top of greeting card you send.
Chuckle before turning over to sleep. What a nice day.
The frames of glasses can be magnifying glasses.
Scale in bathroom should have magnifying glass.
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JANUARY 8, 2008
8441 .
8442.
8443.
8444.
8445.
8446.
8447.
8448.
8449.
8450.
8451.
8452.
8453.
8454.
8455.
8456.
8457.
8458.
8459.
8460.
8461.
8462.
8463.
8464.
8465.
8466.
8467.
8468.
8469.
8470.
8471 .
8472.

Both sides of slotted screw should be solid, so screw driver won't slip.
4" or 5" angels, male and female, about to kiss w/faces of husband & wife.
Plush pajamas to wear in winter time.
Keys snapped on outside of ladies purse.
Pet dog in locket for widower.
Break up peanuts, small, for oatmeal.
A loving mother puts an ad in paper telling each day son is overseas.
A heavy bottom coffee cup to reduce spilling by tremor.
Neck wrap can double to one side only to relieve shoulder pain.
Every time you save money in bank/annuity, you eat dark chocolate.
Clean, decorative buckle on men' s belt.
Volunteer men to dance with ladies with no partners. Free admission.
Why should a child's magnetic board be erased so easily? Paper is better.
Open sandals which show colored toe nails, can be covered by last strap.
Fountain pen clip can be tilted to white erase error.
A special tenderizer softener to eat steaks.
Necklace in center of ladies chest. Two or three extra each side.
Can of soup, when heated, can be poured into coffee cup.
Covered cap for plastic coffee cups, eatable cookie, won' t spill.
When you buy item over $20., you can read and see E-mail instructions.
Give the Sun City Rec. Centers my Senior Moments as a gift?
Check Patent office to see if my ideas were stolen the past year.
Stretchable collar for men 's shirts.
Fake pumping heart in Cardiac exam room. Patient would be thrilled.
Liquid form ofPlavix. It' s expensive, no generic.
Moisturizer in bedroom from air conditioner. Special dial.
Make small waves in home pool for better exercise.
An alarm sounds if home pool is disturbed by careless child.
Show path of blood in plastic body by doctor to patient, where it hurts.
Medical school for Seniors, to learn and maintain health.
Put a small flashlight on your wrist so you don' t have to tum lights on.
Patient should see and hear blood pressure cuff

IDEAS - JANUARY 15, 2008
8473.
8474.
8475.
8476.
8477.
8478.
84 79.
8480.
8481 .
8482.
8483.
8484.
8485.
8486.
8487.
8488.
8489.
8490.
8491.
8492.
8493.
8494.
8495.
8496.
8497.
8498.
8499.

Coffee cup sticks to saucer when holding both.
Toe nail clippers, only on nails. If on skin, lights up.
Can let beard grow a day or two, then apply pad darken beard.
Cactus plant atop Velcro ofladies slippers.
Magnifying glass included on ladies bracelet.
Tall palm trees decorated at bottom (6') during Christmas.
Stop fires at bottom thru open windows, instead of tall hoses.
Make roofs of all buildings fire proof. Fight fire from ground.
Cozy winter bathrobe, lengthy, has slippers in pocket at bottom.
Typewriter whites out mistakes.
Sexy feeling in shower when rubbing your back w/applicator.
Ladies stepping out of shower on bath mat, gets sexy feeling.
A C-phone carried to S.C. dance, showing pictures of dance steps.
Show dance steps in corner of Sundial via T.V.
Modified front seat of car can rotate for ,dA~~l~5l_,.Senior.
Long shovel in rear of parked car in gar~you back up you shovel.
Cover outside engine, in winter, parked outside or garage.
Compression socks extend above the knees, to reduce pressure.
Wheelchair seat can be elevated to support handicapped. Lock front feet.
Leg positions fold or cross by wheelchair helper.
Leaving Mall, a woman puts on a heavy glove, looks like gun.
If chilled in public place, press button on underwear to warm up.
S.C. dining rooms put wood atop carpeting for dancing in afternoon.
Anti-cold/arthritis glove to cover your foot toes.
Double cotton socks around feet from top.
Padding on back of toilet seat so you tilt forward to evacuate.
Padded pillow for neck when reclining in bath tub.
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IDEAS - JANUARY 22,2008
8500.
8501 .
8502.
8503.
8504.
8505.
8506.
8507.
8508.
8509.
8510.
8511.
8512.
8513.
8514.
8515.
8516.
8517.
8518.
8519.
8520.
8521.
8522.
8523.
8524.
8525.
8526.
8527.
8528.

Mock turtle neck Dickey for men to wear with open collars. Many colors.
Thick bra strap holds Velcro pocket, thin, for cash, credit cards, etc.
Be able to stand in travel chair. Back support will raise, so you can stand.
In middle of ladies glasses, a pretty stone in center, above nose.
Bottom of slacks, strands of beaded fabric, pretty.
Bottom of blue jeans for women, vary in length and design.
Complete ear covered for beauty. Jewels.
Jeweled design for ears can be attached to eye glass frame.
Headband, like a crown, below ladies hair.
Make paper clip feminine, with beads of color.
Finger notched cane for four fingers. Thumb has special grip.
Folding walker can fold into three-wheels. Bracket becomes handle.
If shoe heels are worn on one side, switch heels.
If in wheelchair, senior can have sign, "I'm conversant."
Clean shoelaces and you have clean sneakers.
Have wooden sock stretcher. All socks should be loose.
Pill box protects loose pills. Always covered.
A beautiful-trimmed tree, crowned on top with colorful decorations.
When make appointment with doctor, nurse should call to hear problems.
Not Senior Moments. Maybe Smart Seniors?
Need a cartoonist to realize all my ideas. Still.
Rear bumper protection starts at circle around tires.
Dance bracelet listing new steps for couples.
Warm mittens cover fingers already in a glove.
Warm feathery neck collar if very cold/bed time.
Very thin silly putty like band aid. Press on classified and stretch for reading.
A strong magnetic shoulder pad. Men wear support down armpit.
Jewish star and Christian cross side by side for Xmas, Chanukah.
Magnetic watch, fake, for pain free billiard/pool shooting.

IDEAS - JANUARY 29, 2009
8529.
8530.
8531.
8532.
8533.
8534.
8535.
8536.
8537.
8538.
8539.
8540.
8541.
8542.
8543.
8544.
8545.
8546.
854 7.
8548.
8549.
8550.
8551.
8552.
8553.
8554.
8555.
8556.
8557.
8558.

Avoid leg cramps, wear magnetic socks at bed time. Circulation.
Quilted comfort slippers over ankles, also to be magnetized.
Stirring breakfast cereal, the spoon lights up after five minutes.
Elegant two-candle decor for senior Jewish holidays.
"I want a human voice!" when hearing constant electronic tripe.
Standard Walker carrying food, has flip-over cover to keep warm.
If socks are high, they can be lowered over toes (if cold).
Cute decals on toilet base.
If a big screw gets loose, wobbles, add putty or washer to tighten.
A catalog for seniors.
Tissue wrapped inside hankie. Won' t get blood on hankie.
A shopping list pad. Not a piece of paper.
A larger funnel can be made smaller by screwing the bottom hole.
A leaf rake can be made smaller, w/more grip.
Give% off for 25 year customer every time, in super market.
Flashlight, turn the knob, the light can be stronger. More direct.
AZ. DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION
If car is broken into, your cell phone hears it. Call 911.
Amber light shows American flag before turning red.
Amber light shows 3-2-1 before turning red.
A blinking warning sign (light) before dangerous intersection.
When open car door at night, door lights up
How to check/rejuvenate car battery at red light?
Take deep relaxation breaths at red light.
In glove compartment, different color envelopes for important papers.
At large circular intersection, cars must be warned to go slow.
A camera/telescope in your car to show you heavy traffic ahead.
If car stalls on highway, has the power for extra lurch to get offhwy.
Relaxed, sleepy feel on wheel can alert you with horn.
Head lights on lead convoy truck can detect possible bomb. Laser light.

AZ. DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION (CONT.)
8559.
8560.
8561.
8562.
8563.
8564.
8565.
8566.
8567.
8568.
8569.
8570.
8571 .
8572.
8573.
8574.
8575.
8576.
8577.
8578.
8579.
8580.
8581.
8582.
8583.
8584.
8585.
8586.

The asphalt on the road should absorb the pollution.
Car lost in dust/rain storm should use fog horn.
American flag pops up at end of amber light.
Amber light shows STOP, before red light goes on.
The numbers on license plate should be in red.
The frame around the license plate should be colored red.
Turning signal count to three before lane change.
Fire trucks on way to fire, turn all lights red.
"Keep your distance." Expression.
No amber light. Red light blinks 5 times, then turns red.
Driver puts one ear plug in ear. No distraction.
Green light shows pedestrian ready to walk.
Metal sign, yellow and black, should be 3-sided. Turf warning.
Amber light says, "don' t speed" then turns red.
Take deep breath for your heart, during red light.
IDEAS - FEBRUARY 5, 2008
Ben-Gay type lotion in pad-shaped dissolves wearing back support.
A shirt/sweater can push shoulders back, help your posture.
Only use 5 or 6 credit card holders in wallet. More if needed.
Super-comfort 4" thick Gel cushion. Also for back.
Teenagers get a toy wheel, with parents, to learn driving.
Cartoonists would welcome my ideas.
Why can't cars stop operating at red light? Like golf carts.
Memorial tribute to deceased spouse, always has light at night.
Blanket for bed has picture of spouse, dog, horse, etc.
"Rest in peace" dog pillow for window/couch after dog passes away.
Oscillating fan, overhead, also give off heat.
At Mall, senior men have sideburns, eyebrows darkened. Look younger_
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IDEAS - FEBRUARY 12, 2008
8587.
8588.
8589.
8590.
8591.
8592.
8593.
8594.
8595.
8596.
8597.
8598.
8599.
8600.
8601 .
8602.

Seniors interlocking hands at mall, romancing.
Pet monument at home moves around like using legs.
Musica12" pencil pad sides up to keep time with music.
Label Rx bottles show No Good wear out after 1, 2 years.
Reward readers of slick, 4-color pages who look & read.
Insert for reader acknowledges looking pages 386-480.
A notch area for thumb, fingers to indicate reading late pages.
Entrance to doorway, has a tribute to deceased pet.
How to avoid dreams which may wake you up?
How to control/minimize problems, affecting thinking?
Patient with thinking problems has copy to take home from Dr.
Make sure the last drop of urine leaves your body before sleep.
Press magic button on watch to give music, favorite expressions, etc.
Illegal immigrants with no credentials should wear temp. tattoo.
A child given toy to play with before bath, then play w/toy in bath,
Clear your mind of events today, smile (laugh) sleep, no dreams.

8603: A finger Q.evice. c~rrieQ. in poc~ets. c~n pick nose,
8604.
8605.
8606.
8607.
8608.
8609.
8610.
8611.
8612.
8613.
8614.

Bottom edge of keyboard, has musical pad to hit with pencil.
Ladies shoe heels can be transferred. Snapped on.
Pill cutter has sides to hold various pills.
Child's booklet shows designs to emulate w/magnetic blocks.
Walker basket can teach ladies not to carry vital things.
Small Christmas trees hang upside down from ceiling, unique.
When you go to the toilet, have numerals to remind you how often.
Colored toilet, not white, to give more class. Matching fixtures.
Walker tray folds onto lap, when ready to eat.
4" toe socks for warmth below regular socks.
Pet seat in back of car. But cover her completely, yet she can see.

IDEAS --

FEBRUARY 26,2008

8615. Pop-up seat for driver in car which turns, easier to get out.
8616. On wall in men's closet, holders to grip/widen pants as you get heavier.
8617. Female seat belt, next to driver, more protection around neck, head rest.
8618. Adjustable foot stool for favorite chair has cushions that heat up.
8619. Slim ice cubes to fit into bottle.
8620. Disabled tree trunk can be restored or decorated anew.
8621. Different sound on car hom, for emergency.
8622. Carry in pocket, a "Christmas tree" tooth cleaner for between teeth,
8623. Fotmtain pen and pencil wrapped in leather cover for pocket.
8624. Sox in summer time, when men wear shorts, can make calves thicker.
8625. Single female dancer at S.C. dance follows T.V. screen computerized.
8626. .Can chang~·GesigE: of hand ring/wedding ring. TbeG back ~o 0-.ld look.
8627. "My loyalty is to my husband." Worn in necklace.
8628. You reward car mechanic when he finds nothing wrong. Free inspection.
8629. Football helmet covers alarm clock.
8630. If tremor, hold drinking cup higher.
8631 _ Again.. if tremor hold for.k clo$er to prongs_
8632. Again, heavier fork or spoon to avoid tremor.
8633. Baby carriage also room for pet dog. Divider.
8634. Put$$$ bills on living room artificial tree.
8635. Wheel shovel for snow. When lifting snow, wheels stay.
8636. Only one section of blinds stays open, as the remainder stays closed.
8637. If motorcycle tilts, a panel with wheel slides out to restore balance.
8638. Psychiatrist ad: "first visit free. No pencil or paper."
8639. An easy way to remove great 4-color ads in thick magazine?
8640. Top of pencil/pen can tum to display small razor- to read classified.
8641 . Only Y2 of cigarette can be smoked. Flame goes out. Save other half.
8642. Need smart college student to pursue my ideas1
8643. A raft to lie on instead oflifebelt. Has food. Can convert water to drink.
8644. A thick rubber band to wrap your papers, with paper on band to identify.

IDEAS - MARCH 4, 2008

8645.
8646.
8647.
8648.
8649.
8650.
8651.
8652.
8653.
8654.
8655.
8656.
8657.
8658.
8659.

Good 4-color page in magazine has perforation to tear out easily.
Golf cart hitch hiking sign for senior ladies to get lift in Sun City.
Special small pocket inside pants pocket for small pencil & paper.
Famous last words uttered by famous people read in back of cars.
Magnetic rod in car in case you drop something, to pick up.
Famous sayings on lip of step walking up stairs in public buildings.
Dog jacket with handle on top, legs free, lease also to control dog.
Garland of flowers on bottom of large lamp shade.
Men' s underwear T-shirt worn back to front to make collar look good.
Buckle on men's belt can extend inch or two.
Get rid of bunions, cut hole in shoe.
Back-up numbers on key chain if electronic door opener doesn't work.
If broken window in car allows thief in, the hom keeps blaring.
"Old Fart" design imprinted back of senior man's pants.
"Senior Moments" magnet on refrigerator. Cute. Create, have fun.

wnmg t>~tton. wh~t to do?
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Wh~n yo~ pr~ss th~

8661.
8662.
8663.
8664.
8665.
8666.
8667.
8668.
8669.
8670.
8671.
8672.
8673.
8674.

Electronic picture frame shows many variations of family, ages.
After a period of heart attach, rest, walk slower, rest, walk slow.
Your bank' s debit and credit card only in your money wallet.
Why must a ship sink? Taking on water? How to avoid suction?
Your Dr. shows how to recover from a minor illness, makes you feel good.
Padded handle for toilet seat, can help sprint you up.
When you urinate you press smaller lever on right side. Use less water.
If cut yourself and bleeding a lot, use liquid medicine to press against bleeding.
Press toe nails up so that nails, not skin is clipped. No bleeding.
Amplify whole ear after inserting small hearing aid.
Use Vaseline on fingers to pick nose.
For new style, ladies shirts collars higher on neck.
Cigarette case in store shows large printing $50. a pack! Shame smoker!.
Mostly, accident caused by hurry.

IDEAS - MARCH 11, 2008
8675.
8676.
8677.
8678.
8679.
8680.
8681.
8682.
8683.
8684.
8685.
8686.
8687.
8688.
8689.
8690.
8691.
8692.
8693.
8694.
8695.
8696.
8697.
8698.
8699.
8700.
8701.
8702.
8703.
8704.

Clip more than one pill at a time. More center-holders in plastic cover.
Pockets for winter coats/jackets is gloved lined.
Zippers numbered on ladies purses.
Smiley-face, unique design for rug under toilet.
Shoe organizer rack has a few shoe stretchers/widths.
Large picture of mate on blanket for either spouse.
Pictures of your pet on throw rugs.
Turn fountain pen at point, as you wish, for thicker print.
Man's tie at S.C. dances has written steps back of tie.
Stepping into high truck should have automatic lift.
New combination of open shirt collar buttoned on sweater.
Birthday gift for 8-12 year old boys. $$$ and credit cards in wallet.
Closed blinds can be moved on side to look out, unobserved.
Fake$$$ at boys party to play monopoly, etc.
Clip-on for pencil in men's shirt pocket.
Small special tools in ladies purse. Eye glasses, car door, home door.
Label ladies shoe rack w/outfit she wore and date.
Bonnet for dog in winter going outside.
Special oatmeal pan w/whistle when stirring 5 minutes are up.
Special clock in deceased home at certain hour plays favorite music.
Toaster for bread/muffins should pop up higher.
Small grinder for chopping nuts.
Razor blade attached to pen when reading classified to clip article.
Wear keys on a finger when going shopping at Mall.
Extra car/home key worn on sides of shoes when going shopping.
New style: men's jeans tucked under socks in back.
Checkbook for large amount, bank will verify I.D. and pin number.
Tub mat covers hole, or half, to let hot water soak/soap your feet.
Bath safety seats in shower have arms, so you can stand up.
Bed tumbles you in your sleep, so you are not rigid sleeping. Not wake you.

IDEAS - MARCH 18, 2008
8705.
8706.
8707.
8708.
8709.
8710.
8711.
8712.
8713.
8714.
8715.
8716.
8717.
8718.
8719.
8720.
8721.
8722.
8723.
8724.
8725.
8726.
8727.
8728.
8729.
8730.
8731.
8732.
8733.

The word ENLARGE on pen or pencil, to write larger. To remind you.
As rubber band is stretched, secure middle with thicker rubber.
Medical bracelets next to watch, gives name, phone#, who to call.
Sideburns added to women's driving cap to fool some thieves.
Jewish grave recites the prayers when you visit. Press button.
Eye glass holders has tissue inside to clean glasses.
Loop around pants belt should be decorative. Make belt attractive.
Ladies knuckles painted red just like finger nails.
Three rings instead of one for ladies. Matching. Pretty.
Back of cards, facing opponent, for laughs. Aces shown.
Musical controls on keyboard to keep time with music.
Ancient rugs to trace your heritage. To buy.
When new furniture covers over sofa, also cover wall & blinds.
Children age 5 to 10 play with toys, smaller, which adults use.
Show off your Jewish heritage. Gifts to Catholics, Jewish emblem.
Short straw attached to drinking straw has holes for music. For children.
Putting practice on rug uses metal circle for cup. Sides open for ball.
Tricky NBA moves studied and practiced by youngsters at camp.
Jewish estate sale by synagogue. Open to public.
Sugar bags, like tea bags. Also coffee and chocolate drinks.
Sandwich wrap in plastic turned over in Fridge. For freshness .
8x11 picture frame moves a few inches daily to catch different light. On track.
Men learn how to lead and dance at home with toy doll.
Golf tee made into a pencil and eraser. Small, for pocket.
Go to public meetings just to listen, pick up ideas. Express yourself?
White flange on American flags, more white around borders.
When ladies hang their handbags on wall, they can be weighed.
A separate room to relax, bio-feedback after bad psychologist session.
Can inflate bra pads by a touch or twist by woman.

IDEAS - APRIL 8, 2008

8734.
8735.
8736.
8737.
8738.
8739.
8740.
8741.
8742.
8743.
8744.
8745.
8746.
8747.
8748.
8749.
8750.
8751.
8752.
8753.
8754.
8755.
8756.
8757.
8758.
8759.
8760.
8761.
8762.
8763.
8764.

Contents of bottle of soda stronger on bottom for more flavor.
Offer Senior Moments for sale 25 for $200.00.
How to prevent bicycle from tilting, collapsing?
Two rubber bands banded together, w/sticker writing for strength, note.
Cloth to clean spray, attached to bottle to help clean repeatedly.
Dress up damaged saguaro.
Dress up vacant tree limbs.
Pedal exerciser can be raised. Lay back for change circulation.
Pair of socks has metatarsal sewn in place, in socks, even for washing.
Small plastic containers w/sections for peanuts, chocolate, raisins under cover.
Wear special cushiony slippers, w/1" water, to scrub tile floor.
Snack tray in car next to water, for peanuts, chocolate, raisins.
Chair pads, optional, in doctor's waiting room. For comfort.
The gear box in the center of bicycle could inflate balloon, in accident.
Small wheels instead ofusuallean-over stop, fall onto ground ifbike is tilting.
A fake limb on tree or brush to warn of intruders at night. Rings bell in house.
A colored pencil/razor while reading classifieds. To cut out ads.
Welfare food for illegal immigrants cuts down sex drive.
Mid-bra holds cash and credit cards.
Senior ladies please husbands in kitchen while cooking wlbare rear.
Ice cube separators in freezer to prevent clinging together of cubes.
A musical piano/keys on Internet keyboard, for pencil to play music.
A screw/bolt can get thicker or longer by screw driver, if built to adapt hole.
Write poem, "when troubles upset you" you feel much better when resolved.
Disabled person in wheelchair can stand, walk slowly, chair arms extend.
Turn umbrella knob and top to extend coverage.
Another curtain layer to enhance a different look, yet return to old look.
Pictures in special frames, the faces appear different expression, than restore.
The window blinds can provide heat in winter or cool in summer.
Give Senior Moments free to customers who buy a lot.
Watch band stretches for key words to remember.
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IDEAS - APRIL 15,2008
8765.
8766.
8767.
8768.
8769.
8770.
8771.
8772.
8773.
8774.
8775.
"8776.
8777.
8778.
8779.
8780.
8781 .
8782.
8783.
8784.
8785.
8786..
8787.
8788.
8789.
8790.
8791.
8792.
8793.
8794.
8795.
8796.

Floor play things of U.S. states, with names of capitals. Not jigsaw puzzle.
Garden roll w/fake flowers can go up & around wall, & line patio
Small emergency wheel brake. Next to brake, if it fails.
Color restorer when sponges get dirty. Dip into liquid pan to clean.
Dr. relays information to patient who has "Palm Pilot" to take home.
Two hulls in small ship, to prevent sinking.
Fireplace should not pull good air up the chimney.
Cameras all around garage door to prevent intrusion.
Between a woman's legs during sleep, a pillow of man's legs.
Put something in ears, each side of brain, to reduce mental problems.
Or, eye glasses, or hair (something atop) to reduce mental problems.
Seniors, with aU their wisdom & experience, are not political aggressive.
Senior Moments, scratch pads, in nursing homes.
One side basketball court extended 2 ft. each side. Players too big.
If garage door is open at night, buzzer sounds throughout house.
Headband (like NBA players) can be used medically for problems.
Hanclles for-steps going into home pools, ean hoM reseue r-opes.
"Weigh a decision" on scale, advising you. While thinking.
Huge trucks, 24' wheeler, has empty bottom between wheels, storage.
Play harmonica to free troubled mind.
Cute decorations atop living room lights.
B.ack of men's cuffs in b.a ck of shoes. Elastic strap. For a change.
4-color magazine. Your thumb marks indicate all pages read.
Decorate arms of favorite chair with bright colors.
Wheels for autos should be bigger and heavier in front.
Shedder pail opens higher when full.
Senior Moments expression on self-return address stickers.
Practice dance steps in your mind before sleep.
Circular 2" tear scissors to quickly shred J.D.
Rewarded if you look at al14-color page magazine by sending in card.
Yellow, circle, pasted atop Bible pages to remind you to re-read.
Basketball, baseball, football, golf ball encased in living room.
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IDEAS - APRIL 22, 2008
8797. _ -Lar-ger -tir_e in-ffant ·o-f-car?- -HSe less-:power ·fur ·hack wheels,_-les.c;. :pft l:lution..
8798. Ladies bag hooked on strap to place atop dance table, hangs under table.
8799. Walker tray has a lip around opening for drink.
"88"00. Tum disposabte Latex gloves inside out for double use.
880 1. Which pill to take to hold back excretion, in a hurry?
8802. Wheelchair senior carries sign,."I'm friendly. Ready to_talk."
8803. Extra key to car/home always carried in ladies bra.
8804. Double adhesive tape, from hardware, keeps bra strap in place.
8805. Magnetic rim around golf hole. Ball magnetized for putting.
8806. Ladies can lift breasts by lifting straps of bra.
8807. When men wear sweaters w/open collar shirts, fancy buttons on sweater.
8808. A Dicky for men to wear under shirt, to Show different color on open shirt.
8809. Nail clippers works on firm surface, not soft tissue.
8810. Old tooth brush to clean combs.
8811. Small bristled brush to clean between teeth should be straightened out.
8812. When single lady comes to S.C. dance they are escorted to seat by volunteer.
-8&,13. B0ttom <:l-f-keyb0ard ·can ·look -1-i-ke :pian<:l-t<:l-tap-(:lr -play -tunes.

8814.
8815.
'8"816.
8817.
88J.8.
8819.
8.820.
88-21.
8822.
8823.
8-824.
8825.
8826.
8827.

Use a special bowling ball to hit pins. Bounce off side wall hard.
A secretive baseball bat to hit better, longer.
A secretive golf club to do the same.
A small wet mop, wringed out by hand in kitchen sink can clean floor.
A.Jlla.Jl '$cane _<;hapedJike.abac;eha11 hat.
Gadget to twirl oatmea:I for 5 minutes in a-circte. Press button on top.
When door of finished microw.are is opened, stand aside.
Ring·on finger for pro- baseball pitchers -could affect throw.
Jar opener for olives has a prong to pick up only one or two.
Chair and step stool should have rods sliding up as you step up.
Umbrella attached to side ofcane, with seat.
Feather duster can be made smaller or extended.
When lady hangs her bag on table and leaves, she entwines it
CD when featuring famous singer should print praise of musician, composer.
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IDEAS - APRIL 29, 2008
8828.
8829.
8830.
8831.
8832.
8833.
8834.
8835.
8836.
8837.
8838.
8839.
8840.
8841.
8842.
8843.
8844.
8845.
8846.
884 7.
8848.
8849.
8850.
8851.
8852.
8853.
8854.
8855.
8856.
8857.
8858.
8859.

Huge 4X6" magnifying glass to read classified, also holds pen & razor.
When you are relaxing in favorite chair, loosing shoe laces.
Go to merchants, put their logo on scratch sheet, good Xmas gift.
Coffee cup has colored 118" rim in center to reduce shaking if tremor.
Baseball bat as putter. Not in pro play.
Cut hair around wooly dog's eyes and nose. A new cute look.
License plate frame lights up stronger at night.
Shutters spread open to escape fire. Becomes a ladder.
Put Xmas tree teeth cleaner into small holes, salt & pepper shaker.
Picture holder puzzle 50 states with capitals for child's play.
Press two used toothbrush bristles together, to strengthen.
Doctor's assistant or nurse answers questions before Dr.
S.C. restaurants place wooden floor in back for aft. Dancing.
If child fall into pool alone, net protrudes keeping him above water.
Kitchen dome with different colors.
T.V. set on restaurant table shows what you get, reading menu.
Tree trunk when removed, is designed as base for plants.
Jeweled shadow box around windows.
Window in garage door allows talking to who rang the bell.
Can shape growing plant at home each day, by hand.
Step stool has supportive rod to hold onto. Extended rod.
Sock expender from ankles up. Gadget opens socks.
Clean your teeth with special pick while on Internet.
When using scale to weigh yourself, mark feet in same location.
Place a 1" gadget concealed in your hair to sooth brain.
Use above for bio-feedback.
Gentle, electronic ear prongs, also for bio-feedback.
After hot shower where it hurts, apply Ben Gay spray for pain.
Your T-shirt, with medicated pad can heal your shoulder.
Belt loosens automatically on men's pants, while eating.
Springs on toilet safety rails, to get up easier.
Lower hands between feet when on toilet seat, to evacuate.

IDEAS - MAY 6, 2008
8860.
8861.
8862.
8863.
8864.
8865.
8866.
8867.
8868.
8869.
8870.
8871.
8872.
8873.
8874.
8875.
8876.
8877.
8878.
8879.
8880.
8881.
8882.
8883.
8884.
8885.
8886.
8887.
8888.
8889.
8890.

A shoulder clamp where it aches. Apply ointment first.
Poor liquid soap on bath mat to circulate bottom of feet.
Treadmill in home can have belly straps to sweat away fat.
A throw rug should be firm on floor. If it slips, you'll fall.
Designer ceiling crown molding. Can beautify living room, patio.
Couples who know ballroom dancing should be on tape, w/CD music.
Why the long wait in the ER? Some member should regard you.
Coffee & donuts should be offered to spouse, while long wait.
When pulling into McDonalds, clerk sprays French fry odor into car.
Remove a CD singer like Sinatra. Just leave music & arrangement/you sing.
Allow beautiful CD music to sweep into your mind. Before sleep. Bliss.
If driving car and it swerves a bit out of lane, clicker flashes on dash.
Flash light can be dim when start. Becomes bolder by turning rim.
Seniors getting out of front seat in garage, grab holder on wall.
Tilted mirrors on dash & back of car to see if back is clear.
When eating from a bowl, a large paper plate under catches spills.
Top of patio wall encircled w/1' artificial flowers.
Drinking cups sticky on bottom. Firm, when carried on tray.
Cigarette lighter lights up in emergency for battery recharge.
Any device you buy from catalog, should be on Internet for instructions.
When enjoying music or T.V., kiss the religious symbol you wear.
Last shoes you wore, sticks out of shoe rack.
How to make men's pants stretch on hanger, if gaining weight?
All men' s pants should be stretchable at the waist band.
National Geographic or popular magazines, back 20 years, could re-run.
Men's pants that look well with shirt-on same hanger.
Nail clip in wallet can be used to open locked in key in car.
If two twin beds, one w/springs, the other air bag.
A special black pencil to scratch out foreign instructions on new purchase.
If men's or women's wallet stolen, can contents be obliterated?
If man give credit card from wallet, red light goes on until returned.

